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Abstract

Algebra objects in 8-categories of spans admit a description in terms of 2-Segal objects. We in-
troduce a notion of span between 2-Segal objects and extend this correspondence to an equivalence
of 8-categories. Additionally, for every 8-category with finite limits C, we introduce a notion of a
birelative 2-Segal object in C and establish a similar equivalence with the 8-category of bimodule ob-
jects in spans. Examples of these concepts arise from algebraic and hermitian K-theory through the
corresponding Waldhausen S‚-construction. Apart from their categorical relevance, these concepts
can be used to construct homotopy coherent representations of Hall algebras.
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1 Introduction

A 2-Segal space, also known as a decomposition space [GCKT18], is a simplicial space X‚ : ∆op Ñ

S that satisfies a 2-dimensional analog of the famous Segal conditions introduced in [Seg68]. These
concepts were initially introduced independently by Dyckerhoff and Kapranov [DK19] to describe the
underlying structure of different Hall algebra constructions, and by Gálvez-Carrillo, Kock and Tonks to
describe various coalgebra structures appearing in combinatorics [GCKT18]. Since then, the subject has
undergone substantial developments, including the introduction of even higher Segal conditions [Pog17]
to applications in different areas of mathematics like the theory of TFT’s [DK18], Auslander-Reiten
theory [DJW19] and Donaldson-Thomas theory [PS23].
The connection between 2-Segal spaces and Hall algebras arises from the algebraic interpretation of
2-Segal spaces. In [Ste21], it is shown that the space of 2-Segal spaces is equivalent to the space of
algebra objects in the 8-category of spans of spaces. However, the appropriate notion of morphism
between 2-Segal spaces, which under this equivalence corresponds to a morphism of algebras, has not
been determined so far.
An initial proposal might be to define the corresponding notion of morphism between 2-Segal spaces as
a morphism of simplicial spaces and thus to define the 8-category of 2-Segal spaces as a full subcategory
of Funp∆op, Sq. Although this yields an interesting notion of morphism between 2-Segal spaces, it does
not correspond to an algebra morphism. This fails for different reasons. On the one hand, a general
morphism of simplicial spaces only corresponds to a lax algebra morphism [Wal16, Sect.4.2]. On the
other hand, since the algebraic structure itself lives in an 8-category of spans an algebra morphism
should also be formalized in this context. These considerations lead to the main result of this text:

Theorem 1.1. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. There exists an equivalence of 8-categories

2-SegØ
∆ pCq

»
ÝÑ AlgpSpanpCˆqq

between the subcategory of the 8-category SpanpFunp∆op,Cqq of spans of simplicial objects with objects
2-Segal object and morphisms 2-Segal spans and the 8-category of algebra objects in SpanpCˆq.

A span between 2-Segal objects is called a 2-Segal span if the legs of the span satisfy conditions that
were previously introduced under the names CULF and IKEO in [GCKT18]. There, the authors show
that such morphisms induce algebra morphisms. The novel aspect of Theorem 1.1 is that every algebra
morphism is in fact induced by spans of CULF and IKEO morphisms.
Analogous to the case of algebras, we introduce a multicolored version of the 2-Segal conditions on
birelative simplicial spaces X‚ : ∆op

{r1s
Ñ S. Using this, we extend the previous result to the case of

bimodules:

Theorem 1.2. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. There exists an equivalence of 8-categories

BiSegØ
∆ pCq

»
ÝÑ BiModpSpanpCˆqq

between the subcategory of SpanpFunp∆op
{r1s

,Cqq with objects birelative 2-Segal objects and with morphism

birelative 2-Segal spans and the 8-category of bimodule objects in SpanpCˆq.

Similar conditions have been previously studied for left modules in the context of 1-categories in both
[Wal16] and [You18], and for bimodules in terms of double Segal spaces in [Car20]. Our result generalizes
these works into the context of 8-categories.
The prototypical example of a 2-Segal space is the Waldhausen S‚-construction of an exact 8-category
C. It is thus reasonable to expect exact 8-functors F : C Ñ D to induce algebra morphism between
those. Indeed, we show that certain classes of exact 8-functors induce algebra morphisms between
Waldhausen S‚-constructions. Other examples arise from the relative Waldhausen S‚-construction of
an exact 8-functor F . This simplicial space fits into a sequence of simplicial spaces:

D»
‚

ι‚
ÝÑ Srel

‚ pF q
π‚

ÝÑ S‚pCq (1)
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which has first appeared in [Wal06] to construct the long exact sequence of relative K-theory. We show
that the morphisms ι‚ and π‚ are indeed algebra morphisms. These morphisms underlie the construction
of derived Hecke actions on cohomological Hall algebras [KV22].
For the construction of examples of modules, we consider 2-Segal spaces X‚ equipped with a twisted
C2-action. Examples of these arise in hermitian K-theory as the Waldhausen S‚-construction of an exact
8-category with duality. For every such 2-Segal space with a twisted C2 action, the canonical morphism
TwpX‚q Ñ X‚ ˆXrev

‚ is a relative 2-Segal object with C2-action. Taking homotopy fixed points yields:

Proposition 1.3. There exists an 8-functor from the 8-category of 2-Segal spaces with duality to the
8-category of relative 2-Segal spaces

TwØ
p-qC2 : 2-SegØ,C2

∆ pSq Ñ Rel2SegØ
∆ pSq

that maps a simplicial space with duality X‚ to the relative 2-Segal space TwpX‚qC2 Ñ X‚.

In the example of the Waldhausen S‚-construction of an exact 8-category with duality C the simplicial
space TwpS‚pCqqC2 is known as the R‚-construction [HS04] of C. Consequently, the above Proposition
expresses R‚pCq as a module over S‚pCq. This generalizes results of [You18] for proto-exact categories
with duality into the 8-categorical context. Moreover, using the functoriality of this construction, we ob-
tain examples of module morphisms from exact duality preserving functors between exact 8-categories.
These results have applications to the construction of cohomological Hall algebra representations [DPS22]
and orientifold Donaldson-Thomas-theory [You20].

1.1 Outline

We conclude this introduction with an outline of the structure of this paper. In Section 2, we define the
8-categories BiSegØ

∆ pSq and 2-SegØ
∆ pSq. Therefore, we first recall in Subsection 2.1 the definition of 2-

Segal objects and introduce the notion of 2-Segal spans. Then, in Subsection 2.2 we extend the definitions
to the case of birelative simplicial objects and introduce the birelative 2-Segal conditions. Similarly to
the 2-Segal case, we introduce a version of the decomposition space conditions in Subsection 2.3. We
show that these are equivalent to the birelative 2-Segal conditions.
In Section 3, we discuss examples of the notions introduced in Section 2 that naturally appear in the
context of algebraic and hermitian K-theory. To construct examples of modules, we construct an 8-
functor from the 8-category of 2-Segal spaces with duality to the 8-category of relative 2-Segal objects.
As a main application of this, we express the R‚-construction as a module over the S‚-construction.
In Section 4 we prove the first half of our main theorem and characterize the space bimodule objects
in span-categories in terms of birelative 2-Segal objects. To increase the level of readability, we have
included some combinatorial lemmas into the Appendix A.
In Section 5 we finally prove our main theorem and extend the equivalence of spaces constructed in
Section 4 to an equivalence of 8-categories. As a corollary, we obtain similar characterizations for the
8-category of algebra, left and right module objects.

1.2 Acknowledgments

I wish to thank my supervisor Tobias Dyckerhoff for his support and encouragement. I further thank
Angus Rush for many discussions about spans and Joachim Kock for interesting disussions about the
content of this text. The author is funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Re-
search Foundation) under Germany’s Excellence Strategy - EXC 2121 Quantum Universe” - 390833306
and the Collaborative Research Center - SFB 1624 Higher structures, moduli spaces and integrability”
- 506632645.
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2 2-Segal Conditions

Throughout this section, C denotes an 8-category with finite limits. In this section, we introduce a
variety of 2-Segal type conditions. These admit an interpretation in terms of homotopy coherent algebra
in span categories. Before stating these definitions, let us motivate them for the example of the 2-Segal
condition.
There exists an 8-category of spans SpanpCq, whose objects are the objects of C and whose 1-morphisms
are spans of morphisms in C. It further inherits a monoidal structure from the Cartesian product on C.
The datum of a coherent algebra object in SpanpCq consists

• an underlying object X1 P C

• a multiplication span

X2

X1 ˆX1 X1

B1
pB0 , B2q

• homotopy coherent associativity data

As the notations suggest this data organizes into a simplicial object X‚. The higher simplices are
encoded in the associativity data. Its lowest instance is an associativity 2-isomorphism

α : X2 ˆX1
X2

»
ÝÑ X2 ˆX1

X2

that makes the diagram:

X1 ˆX1 ˆX1 X1 ˆX1 X1

X2 ˆX1 X2

X2 ˆX1 X2

X1 ˆX2 X2

X2 ˆX1 X2

X3
α

pB2, B0q ˆ idX1 B1 ˆ idX1 B1

π2

idX1 ˆpB2, B0q idX1
ˆ B1 pB2, B0q B1

pB3, B1q
pB0, B2q

commutes. One checks that the data of α is equivalent to an object X3 and isomorphisms:

X2 ˆX1
X2

pB0,B2q
ÐÝÝÝÝ X3

pB3,B1q
ÝÝÝÝÑ X2 ˆX1

X2 (2)

s.t. the components Bi satisfy certain simplicial identities. Equation 2 is the lowest instance of the
2-Segal conditions (see Definition 2.1). Analogously the higher dimensional 2-Segal conditions encode
the higher associativity of the algebra.
We now summarize the content of this section. In 2.1 we give the definitions of 2-Segal objects and
2-Segal spans. They assemble into an 8-category 2-SegØ

∆ pCq that is our candidate for the 8-category
of 2-Segal objects. Afterwards we extend the discussion in 2.2 and introduce 2-Segal and Segal span
conditions for the indexing categories ∆op

{r1s
, ∆op

ě and ∆op
ď . We show in Section 4 that these admit an

interpretation in terms of bi-, left, and right module objects in SpanpCq respectively. Finally, we provide
in Subsection 2.3 a different characterization of these new 2-Segal conditions in terms of active-inert
pullbacks. This generalizes the equivalence between 2-Segal and decomposition spaces [GCKT18] to this
class of indexing categories.
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2.1 2-Segal Objects

We frequently abuse notation and identify a simplicial object X‚ : ∆op Ñ C with its extension to Fině

the category of all finite non empty linearly ordered sets. This will simplify the notation. Let us recall
as a start the definition of a 2-Segal object.

Definition 2.1. [DK19, Def.2.3.1] Let X‚ : ∆op ÝÑ C be a simplicial object. X‚ is called 2-Segal, if for
every n ě 3 and 0 ď i ă j ď n the map

Xn ÝÑ Xt0,1,¨¨¨ ,i,j,j`1,¨¨¨ ,nu ˆXti,ju
Xti,i`1,...,ju

is an equivalence. We denote by 2- Seg∆pCq the full subcategory of Funp∆op,Cq on 2-Segal objects.

The morphisms in the 8-category 2- Seg∆pCq are morphisms of simplicial objects. Under the equivalence
between 2-Segal objects and algebra objects in spans a general simplicial map between 2-Segal objects
induces a lax-algebra morphism between the corresponding algebra objects [Wal16, Sect.4.2]. Let’s sort
out, what a strong algebra morphism looks like in terms of 2-Segal objects:

Definition 2.2. Let σ : ∆1 ÝÑ Spanp2-Seg∆pCqq be a 1-morphism in the 8-category of spans of 2-Segal
objects.1 The morphism σ can be represented by a span

M‚

t

  

s

}}
X‚ Y‚

with X‚, Y‚ and M‚ : ∆op Ñ C 2-Segal. The morphism σ is called a 2-Segal span, if for every n ě 0 the
induced diagrams

Xn

��

Mn
oo

��
Xt0,nu Mt0,nu

oo

and
Yn

��

Mn

��

oo

śn´1
i“0 Yti,i`1u

śn´1
i“0 Mti,i`1u

oo

are pullback diagrams. We call s an active equifibered ∆op-morphism and t a relative Segal ∆op-
morphism.

Notation 2.3. We introduce in Subsection 2.2 similar notions for other indexing categories than ∆. If
the indexing category is clear from the context, we frequently abuse notation and drop the indexing cat-
egory in the notation. E.g we will call an active equifibered ∆op-morphism simply an active equifibered
morphism when the indexing category is clear from the context.

Remark 2.4. The conditions imposed on the individual legs have previously been studied under the
name CULF [GCKT18, Sect.4] and IKEO [GCKT18, Sect.8.5]. The authors further demonstrate that
these types of morphisms induce algebra morphisms in spans. Our notation is motivated by the theory
of algebraic patterns [BHS22].

1See Construction 4.8
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It is worth noting that in the definition of a 2-Segal span, we explicitly require the tip of the span to be
2-Segal as well. This is not an additional requirement. Indeed as demonstrated in [GCKT18, Lem.4.6],
the source of an active equifibered morphism f : X‚ Ñ Y‚ with target 2-Segal is itself 2-Segal.
In the following, we interpret 2-Segal spans as the morphisms of a category and therefore have to study
their behavior under composition of spans:

Lemma 2.5. Let σ : Λ2
1 ÝÑ Spanp2- Seg∆pCqq be given by a composable pair of spans

M‚

  }}

N‚

  ~~
X‚ Y‚ Z‚

s.t. each individual span is a 2-Segal span. Then also the composite span

M‚ ˆY‚
N‚

t

%%
s

yy
X‚ Z‚

is a 2-Segal span.

Proof. First, we show that s is active equifibered. For n ‰ 0 consider the diagram:

N0,n ˆY0,n
M0,n

��

Nn ˆYn
Mn

��

oo

M0,n

��

Mn

��

oo

X0,n Xn
oo

We need to prove that the exterior diagram is a pullback diagram. By assumption, the lower square is a
pullback diagram. Additionally, the upper square is a pullback square if and only if the outer rectangle
in the diagram

N0,n

��

Nn

��

oo Nn ˆYn
Mn

��

oo

Y0,n Ynoo Mn
oo

is a pullback square. But this follows from the pasting law.
On the other hand,d we show that t is relative Segal. We need to show that for every n ě 0, the exterior
rectangle in the diagram:

Zn

��

Nn

��

oo Mn ˆYn
Nn

oo

��
śn´1

i“0 Zi,i`1

śn´1
i“0 Ni,i`1

oo śn´1
i“0 Mi,i`1 ˆYi,i`1

Ni,i`1
oo

is a pullback. By assumption, the left square is a pullback square. Further, the right square is a pullback
square if and only if the outer rectangle in the diagram:

śn´1
i“0 Mi,i`1

��

Mn

��

oo Nn ˆYn
Mn

��

oo

śn´1
i“0 Yi,i`1 Ynoo Nn

oo

6



is a pullback square. But this is again a consequence of the pasting law.

Definition 2.6. We define the 8-category 2-SegØ
∆ pCq of 2-Segal objects as the wide subcategory of

Spanp2- Seg∆pCqq with morphisms given by 2-Segal spans.

2.2 Birelative 2-Segal Objects

In this subsection, we extend the framework of the previous paragraph to categories of functors with
source ∆{r1s. We call such a functor M‚ : ∆op

{r1s
ÝÑ C a birelative simplicial object. The corresponding

birelative 2-Segal condition is a multi-coloured version of the 2-Segal condition from Definition 2.1:

Definition 2.7. Let M‚ : ∆op
{r1s

ÝÑ C be a birelative simplicial object. M‚ is called birelative 2-Segal, if

for every n ě 3, f : rns ÝÑ r1s and 0 ď i ă j ď n the diagram

Mf
//

��

Mf |i,...,j

��
Mf |0,...,i,j,...,n

// Mf |i,j

is Cartesian. We denote the full subcategory of Funp∆op
{r1s

,Cq generated by the birelative 2-Segal objects

by Bi2Seg∆pCq.

As 2-Segal objects encode algebra objects, birelative 2-Segal objects encode bimodule objects. Let us
also introduce a 2-Segal type condition for left and right modules. These already have been studied in
the case of 1-categories in [Wal16] and [You18]. Denote by ∆ď (resp. ∆ě) the full subcategory of ∆{r1s

generated by those objects f : rns ÝÑ r1s that take the value 1 (resp. 0) at most ones. We call a functor
with source ∆ď (resp. ∆ě) a left (resp. right) relative simplicial object. The corresponding 2-Segal
condition reads as:

Definition 2.8. Let M‚ : ∆op
ď ÝÑ C be a left relative simplicial object. M‚ is called left relative 2-Segal,

if for every n ě 3, f : rns ÝÑ r1s P ∆ď and 0 ď i ă j ď n the diagram

Mf
//

��

Mf |i,...,j

��
Mf |0,...,i,j,...,n

// Mf |i,j

is Cartesian. We denote the full subcategory of Funp∆op
ď ,Cq generated by the left relative 2-Segal objects

by L2Seg∆pCq. Similarly we define right relative 2-Segal objects and the 8-category of right relative
2-Segal objects R2Seg∆pCq.

Remark 2.9. The categories ∆ď and ∆ě defined above are equivalent to the categories, denoted with
the same symbols, as defined in [Wal16, Def.3.2.5]. Further, our notions of left and right relative 2-Segal
object coincide with the notion of a relative 2-Segal object in [Wal21, Def.3.5.1.].

To handle the cases of bi-, left and right relative 2-Segal conditions at once, we introduce the following
notation:

Notation 2.10. For # P t{r1s,ď,ěu we call a functor M‚ : ∆op
# Ñ C a #-relative simplicial object.

Further, we call a #-relative simplicial object a #-relative 2-Segal object if it satisfies the corresponding
2-Segal conditions. We denote the 8-category of #-relative 2-Segal objects by #-2Seg∆pCq.

Example 2.11. Let X‚ : ∆op Ñ C be 2-Segal. We can associate to X‚ a birelative, left and right
relative 2-Segal object

7



(1) Xb
‚ : ∆op

{r1s
Ñ ∆op Ñ C

(2) X l
‚ : ∆op

ď Ñ ∆op Ñ C

(3) Xr
‚ : ∆op

ě Ñ ∆op Ñ C

via precomposition with the corresponding forgetful functor. It follows from the 2-Segal conditions
for X‚, that these objects fulfill the respective (bi)relative Segal conditions. Under the equivalence of
Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.1 these correspond to the regular bimodule (resp. left, right module)
associated to the algebra object corresponding to X‚.

We also introduce, in analogy to Definition 2.2, a notion of morphism between #-relative 2-Segal objects:

Definition 2.12. Let A‚, B‚ and M‚ be #-relative 2-Segal. A #-relative 2-Segal span from A‚ to B‚

is given by a span
M‚

t

!!

s

}}
A‚ B‚

s.t. for every n ě 0 and f : rns ÝÑ r1s P ∆# the diagrams

Af

��

Mf

��

oo

Af |t0,nu
Mf |t0,nu

oo

and
Bf

��

Mf

��

oo

śn´1
i“0 Bf |ti,i`1u

śn´1
i“0 Mf |ti,i`1u

oo

are pullback diagrams. We call s an active equifibered ∆op
# -morphism and t a relative Segal ∆op

# -
morphism.

Analogously to Lemma 2.5 one can prove the following:

Lemma 2.13. Let σ : Λ2
1 ÝÑ Spanp#-2Seg∆pCqq be given by a composable pair of spans

M‚

  }}

N‚

  ~~
X‚ Y‚ Z‚

s.t. the individual spans are #-relative 2-Segal spans. Then also the composite span

M‚ ˆY‚
N‚

%%yy
X‚ Z‚

is a #-relative 2-Segal span.

Proof. Similar to Lemma 2.5.

8



Definition 2.14. We define the 8-category Bi2SegØ
∆ pCq of birelative 2-Segal objects to be the wide

subcategory of SpanpBi2Seg∆pCqq with morphisms birelative 2-Segal spans.
Similarly we define the 8-category of left (resp. right) relative 2-Segal objects L2SegØ

∆ pCq (resp.
R2SegØ

∆ pCqq) as the wide subcategory of SpanpL2Seg∆pCqq (resp. SpanpR2Seg∆pCqq) with morphisms
given by left (resp. right) relative 2-Segal spans.

It has been shown in [Wal16, Prop.3.5.10] for 1-categories that left and right relative 2-Segal objects
admit a different description in terms of morphisms of simplicial objects called relative 2-Segal objects.
This description is useful in the study of examples. Let us therefore lift this description into the realm
of 8-categories. We analyze the case of left relative 2-Segal objects. The case of right relative 2-Segal
objects is analogous.

Definition 2.15. [You18, Def.2.2][Wal16, Prop.3.5.10] A morphism π : X‚ ÝÑ Y‚ of simplicial objects
is called relative 2-Segal, if

1 the source object X‚ is 1-Segal

2 the target object Y‚ is 2-Segal

3 for every 0 ď i ă j ď n the following squares are Cartesian

Xn
//

��

Yti,..ju

��
Xt0,...,i,j,...,nu

// Yti,ju

We denote the full subcategory of Funp∆1,Funp∆op,Cqq generated by relative 2-Segal morphisms by
Rel2Seg∆pCq.

We also introduce a notion of morphism between relative 2-Segal objects:

Definition 2.16. Let πi
‚ : Xi

‚ Ñ Y i
‚ for 0 ď i ď 2 be relative 2-Segal objects. A relative 2-Segal span

from π0
‚ to π2

‚ is given by a span

X0
‚ X1

‚ X2
‚

Y 0
‚ Y 1

‚ Y 2
‚

π0
‚ π1

‚

sX‚ tX‚

π2
‚

sY‚ tY‚

of relative 2-Segal objects s.t.

(1) the span Y 0
‚

sY‚
ÐÝÝ Y 1

‚

tY‚
ÝÑ Y 2

‚ is 2-Segal

(2) For every n ě 1 the square

X1
n X0

n

X1
t0,nu

X0
t0,nu

sXn

sX1

is Cartesian.

(3) For every n ě 1 the diagram

X1
n X2

n

Y 1
t0,1u

ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Y 1
tn´2,n´1u

ˆX1
tn´1,nu

Y 2
t0,1u

ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Y 2
tn´2,n´1u

ˆX2
tn´1,nu

tXn

9



is Cartesian.

We call the pair psX‚ , s
Y
‚ q active equifibered and the pair ptX‚ , t

Y
‚ q relative Segal.

Definition 2.17. We define the the 8-category of relative 2-Segal objects as the wide subcategory
Rel2SegØ

∆ pCq of the 8-category SpanpRel2Seg∆pCqq with morphisms given by relative 2-Segal spans.

We now turn to the construction of an equivalence ΘØ
L : L2SegØ

∆ pCq
»

ÝÑ Rel2SegØ
∆ . To do so, we

construct an equivalence
ΘL : L2Seg∆pCq

»
ÝÑ Rel2Seg∆pCq

that induces ΘØ
L on 8-categories of spans.

For the construction of ΘL we use observation [Wal16, Rem.3.2.8]. First note that the category ∆ď

contains two copies of the simplex category as full subcategories. We denote the corresponding fully
faithful inclusion by iď0 : ∆ ÝÑ ∆ď and iď1 : ∆ ÝÑ ∆ď. These are given on objects by

iď0 prnsqpkq “ 0 @k P rns

iď1 prnsqpkq “

#

0 @k ‰ n` 1

1 k “ n` 1

Further, we observe that the morphisms dn`1 : iď0 prnsq Ñ iď1 prnsq assemble into a natural transformation
d‚`1 : iď0 p´q ñ iď1 p´q. This datum is equivalent to the datum of a lax cocone

∆

∆ď

∆

iď
0

id∆

iď
1

(3)

and therefore induces a unique map from the lax colimit. It follows from [GHN17, Thm.7.4] that the
lax colimit is given by the total space of the cocartesian Grothendieck construction

ş

∆1 id∆ Ñ ∆, where
we identify the functor id∆ : ∆ Ñ ∆ with a morphism in Cat8. The morphism

θL :

ż

∆1

id∆ Ñ ∆ď

induced by Diagram 3 is given on the fiber over 0 by iď0 : ∆ Ñ ∆ď, on the fiber over 1 by iď1 : ∆ Ñ ∆ď

and on morphisms f : prns, 0q Ñ prms, 1q by

iď0 prnsq
iď
0 pfq

ÝÝÝÑ iď0 pmq
dm`1

ÝÝÝÑ iď1 pmq

It follows from the explicit description that this functor is an equivalence.

Proposition 2.18. The functor ΘL :“ θ˚
L : Funp∆op

ď ,Cq Ñ Funp
ş

∆1 id
op
∆ ,Cq restricts to an equivalence

of 8-categories
ΘL : L2Seg∆pCq Ñ Rel2Seg∆pCq

Proof. It follows from the universal property of the lax colimit that we have an equivalence of 8-
categories

Funp

ż

∆1

idop∆ ,Cq » Funp∆1 ˆ ∆op,Cq » Funp∆1,Funp∆op,Cqq

10



Under this equivalence the functor ΘL maps a left relative simplicial object X‚ : ∆op
ď Ñ C to the natural

transformation

piď1 q˚X‚

Bn`1
ÝÝÝÑ piď0 q˚X‚

between simplicial objects. The claim follows from the observation that the functor ΘL maps left relative
2-Segal objects to relative 2-Segal objects.

It follows from the discussion after Construction 4.8 that the 8-category of spans is functorial:

Spanp´q : Catlex8 Ñ Cat8

We use this functor to conclude our comparison:

Corollary 2.19. The functor ΘØ
L :“ SpanpΘLq : SpanpL2Seg∆pCqq Ñ SpanpRel2Seg∆pCqq restricts to

an equivalence of 8-categories

ΘØ
L : L2SegØ

∆ pCq Ñ Rel2SegØ
∆ pCq

Proof. It suffices to show that ΘØ
L maps left relative 2-Segal spans to relative 2-Segal spans. But this

follows from unraveling the definitions.

Remark 2.20. Analogously to the proof of Corollary 2.19 one can construct an equivalence

ΘØ
R : R2SegØ

∆ pCq
»

ÝÑ Rel2SegØ
∆ pCq

between the 8-category of right relative 2-Segal objects and relative 2-Segal objects.

We use Corollary 2.19 for the construction of examples of left relative 2-Segal objects and spans. This
is particularly fruitful for the example of the hermitian Waldhausen construction that we discuss in
Subsection 3.2.

Example 2.21. Let X‚ be 2-Segal. Denote by PŸpXq‚ the initial and by PŹpXq‚ the final path space
[DK19, Section 6.2]. These come equipped with morphisms of simplicial sets pŸ : PŸpXq‚ Ñ X‚ and
pŹ : PŹpXq‚ Ñ X‚. It follows from [DK19, Thm.6.3.2] that PŸpXq‚ is 1-Segal. The morphisms pŸ and
pŹ are examples of relative 2-Segal objects. These describe the regular left and right modules. Under
the equivalence of Corollary 2.19 these get identified with the left and right relative 2-Segal objects from
Example 2.11.

Example 2.22. LetX‚ be a 2-Segal object in C. Recall that the edgewise subdivision functor e : ∆ Ñ ∆
is defined on objects as rns ÞÑ rns ˚ rnsop. Precomposition with e induces a functor

Twp´q :“ e˚ : Funp∆op,Cq Ñ Funp∆op,Cq

For a simplicial object X‚, we call TwpXq‚ the twisted arrow simplicial object. It follows from [BOO`20,
Thm.2.9], that for X‚ 2-Segal the simplicial object TwpXq‚ is 1-Segal. Moreover, it is easy to check
that the morphism

TwpXq‚ Ñ X‚ ˆXop
‚

defines a relative 2-Segal object. This encodes the canonical bimodule action of X‚ on itself in terms of
left modules.

11



2.3 Birelative Decomposition Spaces

An alternative but equivalent way to formalize the 2-Segal conditions are the decomposition space condi-
tions of [GCKT18]. For the definition of these recall that the simplex category ∆ admits a factorization
system p∆act,∆intq generated by the active (depicted ↠) and inert morphisms (depicted ↣) [Lur17].
This factorization system has the special property that ∆ admits active-inert-pushouts, i.e every cospan

n m

l

f

g

with f inert and g active admits an extension to a pushout diagram:

n m

l k

in ∆. A simplicial space X‚ : ∆op Ñ S is then called a decomposition space if it maps active-inert
pullbacks in ∆op to pullback diagrams of spaces. The goal of this section is to extend the definition of
a decomposition space to the category ∆{r1s. Therefore we first recall the definition of the active-inert
factorization system on ∆{r1s

Notation 2.23. Given an object f : rns ÝÑ r1s P ∆{r1s, we will frequently denote it by fn to indicate
its dependence on the source. Given i ă j in rns we denote by ri, js :“ ti, ..., ju Ă rns the subinterval
from i to j and by fri,js the restriction of fn to this subinterval.

Definition 2.24. A morphism f : g0n Ñ g1m in ∆{r1s is called

p1q active if the underlying morphism of linearly ordered sets f : rns Ñ rms is endpoint preserving.
We depict active morphisms by ↠.

p2q inert if the underlying morphism of linearly ordered sets f : rns Ñ rms is a subinterval inclusion.
We depict inert morphisms by ↣

We denote the wide subcategory of ∆{r1s spanned by the active (resp. inert) morphisms by ∆act
{r1s

(resp.

∆int
{r1s

). Similarly, we call a morphism f in ∆op
{r1s

active (resp. inert) if it is active (reps. inert) as a

morphism in ∆{r1s.

Proposition 2.25. Every morphism f : g0n Ñ g1m in ∆{r1s admits an unique factorization f “ f2 ˝ f 1

with f2 inert and f 1 active. In particular the subcategories p∆act
{r1s

,∆int
{r1s

q form a factorization system on

∆{r1s [Lur06, Def.5.2.8.8].

Proof. This is a consequence of the dual of [Lur17, Prop.2.1.2.5] applied to the Cartesian fibration
∆{r1s Ñ ∆. Alternatively one can see this more directly as follows. The underlying morphism of linearly
ordered sets f : rns Ñ rms admits an active-inert factorization given by the active map f 1 : rns ↠
rfp0q, fpnqs and the inert map f2 : rfp0q, fpnqs ãÑ rms. These morphisms admit unique extensions to
morphisms in ∆{r1s.

To characterize the active-inert pullback diagrams in ∆op
{r1s

, we need the following definition:

Definition 2.26. Let g : rns ÝÑ r1s and f : rms ÝÑ r1s be two objects in ∆{r1s. We will call g and f
composable, if gpnq “ fp0q. The concatenation of g with f denoted g ‹ f : rn ` ms ÝÑ r1s is defined as
the map:

pg ˚ fqpkq “

#

gpkq k ď n

fpk ´ nq k ě n

12



Similarly, we denote for two linearly ordered sets S, T by S ˚T the partially ordered set S
š

T {psmax „

tminq, where smax denotes the maximal element of S and tmin denotes the minimal element of T .

Given an active morphism f2 : h0k ↠ h1l and an inert morphism e1 : g0n ↣ h0k in ∆{r1s we can consider an
active-inert factorization of its composite f2˝e1. This factorization can be organized into a commutative
square

g0n g1m

h0k h1l

f1

e1 e2

f2

It follows from the definition of active and inert morphisms, that this square is equivalent to the square

g0n g1m

h0a ˚ g0n ˚ h0b h1a ˚ g1m ˚ h1b

f1

f2a ˚ f1 ˚ f2b

In analogy with [GCKT18, Sect.2.6], we call the squares of the form:

g0n g1m

h0a ˚ g0n ˚ h0b h0a ˚ g1m ˚ h0b

f1

id ˚f1 ˚ id

identity extension squares. These are precisely the active-inert pullbacks in ∆op
{r1s

.

Proposition 2.27. Let σ : ∆1 ˆ ∆1 Ñ ∆{r1s be an identity extension square:

g0n g1m

h0a ˚ g0n ˚ h0b h0a ˚ g1m ˚ h0b

f1

id ˚f1 ˚ id

Then σ is a pushout square.

In analogy with [GCKT18], we introduce the following definition:

Definition 2.28. Let X‚ : ∆op
{r1s

Ñ C be a birelative simplicial object. X‚ is called a birelative

decomposition space if it sends every active-inert pullback in ∆op
{r1s

to a pullback square in C, i.e

g0n g1m

h0k h1l

Xg0
n

Xg1
m

Xh0
k

Xh1
l

X

f1

e1 e2

f2

Xf1

Xe1 Xe2

Xf2
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As in the case of 2-Segal spaces [GCKT18], we show that the birelative decomposition space condition
is equivalent to the birelative 2-Segal condition:

Proposition 2.29. Let X‚ : ∆op
{r1s

Ñ C be a birelative simplicial object. The following are equivalent:

p1q X‚ is birelative 2-Segal

p2q X‚ is a birelative decomposition space

Proof. Assume first that X‚ is a birelative decomposition space. Let f : rns Ñ r1s with n ě 3 be an
object of ∆{r1s and 0 ď i ă j ď n. Consider the square

f |i,j f |i,...,j

f0,...,i,j,...,n f

in ∆{r1s. Note that X‚ satisfies the birelative 2-Segal conditions if and only if it maps each such square
to a pullback square. But this square is an identity extension square in ∆{r1s and hence an active-inert
pullback.
Conversely assume that X‚ is birelative 2-Segal. We need to show that the image under X‚ of every
identity extension square

g0n g1m

h0a ˚ g0n ˚ h0b h0a ˚ g1m ˚ h0b

f1

id ˚f1 ˚ id

is a pullback diagram. We can extend every such to a rectangle:

g0n g1m

h0a ˚ g0n ˚ h0b h0a ˚ g1m ˚ h0b

g0
t0,nu

“ g1
t0,mu

h0a ˚ g1
t0,mu

˚ h0b

f1

id ˚f1 ˚ id

Since X‚ is birelative 2-Segal it maps the left square and the outer rectangle to pullback diagrams. The
claim follows from the pasting law for pullbacks.

Remark 2.30. The active-inert factorization system on ∆{r1s restricts to an active inert factorization
system on ∆ď and ∆ě. One can analogously to Definition 2.28 define a notion of left and right relative
decomposition space and show that it is equivalent to the left and right relative 2-Segal conditions.

3 Examples

The fundamental example of a 2-Segal space is the Waldhausen S‚-construction
2 of an exact 8-category,

whose space of n-simplices SnpCq can be described as the space of length n-flags in C. The 2-Segal
condition then admits an interpretation as the third isomorphism theorem. It is therefore natural to

2See Definition 3.1
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expect examples of active equifibered and relative Segal morphisms to arise from morphisms between
exact 8-categories as well. Indeed every exact functor F : C Ñ D induces a morphism of simplicial
spaces S‚pF q : S‚pCq Ñ S‚pDq. We show that under the assumptions of Proposition 3.4 this morphism
in fact gives rise to active equifibered and relative Segal morphisms. Moreover, for every exact functor
F : C Ñ D between exact 8-categories one can construct a 2-Segal space Srel

‚ pF q called the relative
S‚-construction [Wal06]. This 2-Segal space fits into a sequence of simplicial spaces

D‚
ι‚

ÝÑ Srel
‚ pF q

π‚
ÝÑ S‚pCq (4)

that is important in algebraic K-theory since it induces the long exact sequence of relative K-theory
[Wal06]. After recalling the definition of the Waldhausen and relative Waldhausen construction in the
setting of exact 8-categories [Bar15], we show that the morphisms ι‚ and π‚ are examples of a relative
Segal and an active equifibered morphism respectively.
These considerations induce on the one hand new examples of active equifibered and relative Segal
morphisms. On the other hand, these constructions admit applications to the theory of Hall algebras.
Indeed, every such morphism induces a (co)algebra morphism between any kind of Hall algebras. In
particular, the morphism induced by the relative S‚-construction is applicable for the construction of
derived Hecke actions [KV22, Sect.5]. This is especially advantageous in the realm of 8-categories,
where constructing homotopy coherent algebra morphisms can be challenging.
This discussion admits an analog for birelative simplicial spaces in the setting of hermitian K-theory.
For exact 1-categories with exact duality pC,DCq it has been observed in [You18, Thm.3.6] that the
hermitian R‚-construction of pC,DCq describes a relative 2-Segal space over S‚pCq. The author applies
this observation to construct representations of Hall algebras and to apply it in orientifold Donaldson-
Thomas-theory [You20].
We extend in Section 3.2 their result to the setting of exact 8-categories with duality. Our proof is
inspired by the construction of the real Waldhausen S‚-construction as presented in [HSV19]. For an
exact 8-category C with duality functor DC the relative 2-Segal space from Example 2.22

TwpS‚pCqq Ñ S‚pCq ˆ S‚pCqrev (5)

admits an extension to a morphism of simplicial spaces with C2-action. For n “ 1 we can explicitly
describe the C2-action by the commutative diagram:

C0,1 C0,2

0 C1,2

DCpC1,2q DCpC0,2q

0 DCpC0,1q

pC0,1, C1,2q pDCpC1,2q,DCpC0,1qq

The hermitian R‚-construction then arises as the simplicial space of homotopy fixed points. Further the
induced morphism exhibits R‚pCq Ñ S‚pCq as a relative 2-Segal space. Using this method we finally
construct examples of active equifibered and relative Segal maps between relative 2-Segal objects from
exact duality preserving functors F : C Ñ D.
These results can be applied to the construction of 8-categorical Hall algebra representations and
their morphisms. In particular, these constructions are essential for constructions of representations of
categorified Hall algebra [PS23, DPS22].

3.1 2-Segal Spans from Exact 8-Functors

In this subsection we construct examples of active equifibered and relative Segal morphisms between
Waldhausen S‚-construction. For the reader’s convenience, we first recall the construction of the Wald-
hausen S‚-construction of an exact 8-categories. An exact 8-category consists of a triple pC,Cin,C

egq
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of an additive 8-category C and two wide Waldhausen subcategories Cin and Ceg satisfying a list of
compatibility conditions [Bar15, Def.3.1].We call the morphism in Cin ingressive denoted ↣ and the
morphism in Ceg egressive denoted ↠. For an exact 8-category C, a bicartesian square

C1 C2

C30

l

in C is called an extension square. A functor F : pC,Ceg,Cinq Ñ pD,Deg,Dinq between exact 8-categories
is called an exact 8-functor [Bar15, Def.4.1] if it preserves ingressive and egressive morphisms, zero
objects and extension squares. We denote by Exact8 the subcategory of FunpΛ2

2,Cat8q spanned by
exact 8-categories and exact functors.
Consider for every n ě 0 the poset rns as an 8-category and let Arprnsq :“ Funpr1s, rnsq be the associated
8-category of arrows. These assemble into a cosimplicial 8-category Arpr´sq : ∆ Ñ Cat8.

Definition 3.1. Let pC,Cin,C
egq be an exact 8-category. We denote by SnpC,Cin,C

egq Ă MappArprnsq,Cq

the full subspace spanned by those functors F : Arprnsq Ñ C that satisfy the following conditions:

(1) for every 0 ď i ď n we have F pi, iq “ 0.

(2) for every 0 ď i ď k ď j ď n the morphism F pi, jq ↣ F pk, jq is ingressive.

(3) for every 0 ď i ď j ď l ď n the morphism F pi, jq ↠ F pi, lq is egressive

(4) for every 0 ď i ď k ď j ď l ď n the square

F pi, jq F pk, jq

F pi, lq F pk, lq

is bicartesian.

When n varies, the spaces SnpC,Cin,C
egq assemble into a simplicial space called the Waldhausen S‚-

construction. When the classes of ingressive and egressive morphisms are clear from the context we
abuse notation and denote the Waldhausen S‚-construction by S‚pCq. For completeness, we include
a proof of the following statement. The original proof in the more general context of proto-exact 8-
categories is given [DK19, Thm.7.3.3].

Proposition 3.2. [DK19, Thm.7.3.3] Let pC,Cin,C
egq be an exact 8-category. The simplicial space

S‚pCq is 2-Segal.

Proof. We apply the path space criterion [DK19, Thm.6.3.2]. It therefore suffices to show that the two
path spaces pPŹSq‚ and pPŸSq‚ are 1-Segal. It follows from [Lur17, Lem.1.2.2.4.] that for every n ě 0
the projection maps

Mapp∆n´1,Cegq
pv

ÐÝ SnpCq
ph

ÝÑ Mapp∆n´1,Cinq

that are induced by restricting to the subposet

tp0, nq ă p1, nq ă ... ă pn´ 1, nqu ãÑ Arprnsq Ðâ tp0, 1q ă p0, 2q ă ... ă p0, nqu

are equivalences. Through these equivalences the 1-Segal conditions for the two path spaces translate
into the conditions that for every n ě 2 the morphisms

Mapp∆n,Cegq Ñ Mapp∆1 >∆0 ¨ ¨ ¨ >∆0 ∆1,Cegq
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and
Mapp∆n,Cinq Ñ Mapp∆1 >∆0 ¨ ¨ ¨ >∆0 ∆1,Cinq

are equivalences. But this condition is satisfied, since Ceg and Cin are 8-categories.

Let pC,Ceg,Cinq and pD,Deg,Dinq be exact 8-categories and F : pC,Ceg,Cinq Ñ pD,Deg,Dinq be an
exact 8-functor. It follows from the construction of the Waldhausen construction that F induces a
functor S‚pF q : S‚pCq Ñ S‚pDq between the corresponding Waldhausen constructions. We analyze the
conditions under which this morphism is active equifibered (resp. relative Segal). To do so, we need to
introduce some definitions:

Definition 3.3. Let pC,Ceg,Cinq be an exact 8-category and let C0 Ă C be a full exact subcategory.
We call C0

(1) extension closed if every exact-sequence σ : ∆1 ˆ ∆1 Ñ C

C1 C2

C30

l

in C with C1, C3 P C0, σ factors through C0.

(2) closed under quotients (resp. subobjects) if for every egressive morphism C2 ↠ C3 (resp. ingressive
morphism C1 ↣ C2) in C with C2 P C0 also C3 P C0 (resp. C1 P C0)

We can then proof the following:

Proposition 3.4. Let pC,Ceg,Cinq and pD,Deg,Dinq be exact 8-categories and F : pC,Ceg,Cinq Ñ

pD,Deg,Dinq be a fully faithful exact 8-functor. The induced morphism S‚pF q of simplicial spaces
is

(1) active equifibered if and only if the essential image of F is closed under quotients and subobjects.

(2) relative Segal if and only if the essential image of F is extension closed.

Proof. To show p1q, we need to show that for every n ě 1 the morphism

η1 : Mapp∆n´1,Cinq Ñ Mapp∆n´1,Dq ˆD» C»

is an equivalence of spaces. It follows from the 2-out-of-3 property for fully faithful functors that η1 is
fully faithful. To prove the claim, it suffices to show that η1 is essentially surjective. But this follows
since C Ă D is closed under subobjects.
The proof of p2q is similar. We need to show that for every n ě 1 the functor

η2 : Mapp∆n´1,Cinq Ñ Mapinp∆n´1,Dq ˆD»ˆ¨¨¨ˆD» pC» ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ C»q

is an equivalence. It follows again from the 2-out-of-3 property for fully faithful functors that this functor
is fully faithful. Moreover, since the essential image is closed under extensions, it is easy to see that the
functor is also essentially surjective.

For the construction of further active equifibered and relative Segal maps, we turn to the study of
the Sequence 4. Let F : pC,Ceg,Cinq Ñ pD,Deg,Dinq be an exact functor between exact 8-categories.
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Following [DKSS21], we define the relative S‚-construction of F as the simplicial space denoted Srel
‚ pF q

whose 8-category of n-simplices is defined as the pullback

Srel
n pF q Sn`1pDq

SnpCq SnpDq

Bn`1

F

Alternatively, we can also describe Srel
n pF q as the full subspace of the space of sections of the Grothendieck

construction of the functor
Funp∆n´1,Cinq

evn´1
ÝÝÝÑ C

F
ÝÑ D

with objects the ingressive sections. Since the full subcategory of Funp∆op,Cq generated by 2-Segal
objects is closed under limits, it follows that Srel

‚ pF q is itself 2-Segal. The simplicial space Srel
‚ pF q sits

in a sequence of simplicial spaces
D‚

ι‚
ÝÑ Srel

‚ pF q
π‚

ÝÑ S‚pCq

where the maps ιn : D Ñ SnpF q and πn : SnpF q Ñ SnpCq are given by

d ÞÑ p0 ↣ ...↣ 0 ↣ bq

and
pa0 ↣ ...↣ ...↣ an´1 ↣ bq ÞÑ pa0 ↣ ...↣ an´1q

respectively. These maps have the following properties:

Proposition 3.5. Let F : C Ñ D be an exact functor between exact 8-categories. Then:

(1) the morphism π‚ is active equifibered.

(2) the morphism ι‚ is relative Segal.

Proof. Note that SnpF q can be written as the pullback

Mapp∆1,Dinq D»

Srel
n pF q Mapp∆n´1,Cinq

Srel
1 pF q C»

ev0

of the outer rectangle. To show the claim for π‚, we need to show that the upper diagram is a pullback
as well. But this follows from the pasting law for pullbacks. For p2q note that the pullback of spaces

D» ˆSrel
1 pF qˆ

Srel
0 pF q

¨¨¨ˆ
Srel
0 pF q

Srel
1 pF q S

rel
n pF q

can be identified with the full subspace of Srel
n pF q » SnpCqˆSnpDqSn`1pDq on those objects pFC.GD, αq,

s.t.

(1) the restriction of GD to the subposet tp0, nq ă ... ă pn´ 1, nqu is constant

(2) the restriction of FC to the subposet tp0, 1q ă p1, 2q ă ... ă pn´ 1, nqu is constant at 0

It then follows from an iterated Kan extension argument similar to [Lur17, Lem.1.2.2.4] that this sub-
space is equivalent to D».
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As an application, we use the above results for the construction of the so-called derived Hecke actions
from [KV22].

Proposition 3.6. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits and p : Y‚ Ñ X‚ be a relative 2-Segal object.
Let f : X‚ Ñ Z‚ be an active equifibered and g :W‚ Ñ X‚ be relative Segal morphism. Then

(1) the composite f ˝ p : Y‚ Ñ Z‚ is a relative 2-Segal object

(2) the pullback π : Y‚ ˆX‚
W‚ Ñ W‚ is a relative 2-Segal object

Proof. Since Y‚ is 1-Segal by definition, for the first case we only need to show that the composite f ˝ p
is active equifibered. But this follows since active equifibered morphisms are closed under composition.
For the second case note that it follows from the proof of Lemma 2.5 that the pullback of an active
equifibered morphism along a relative Segal morphism is active equifibered. We therefore only need to
show that Y‚ ˆX‚

W‚ is 1-Segal. Consider the morphisms:

Y‚ ˆX‚
W‚ Ñ Y‚ Ñ ˚‚

Since both of them are relative Segal their composite is so. In particular it follows that Y‚ ˆX‚
W‚ is

1-Segal.

As a consequence we obtain:

Corollary 3.7. Let F : pC,Ceg,Cinq Ñ pD,Deg,Dinq be an exact fully faithful functor between exact
8-categories whose essential image is extension closed. Then the simplicial space S‚pF q is 1-Segal

Proof. This follows from an application of Proposition 3.6 to the pullback diagram that defines S‚pF q.

Example 3.8. Let F : pC,Ceg,Cinq Ñ pD,Deg,Dinq be a fully faithful exact functor between exact
8-categories whose essential image is closed under extensions. Then the morphism

S‚pF q ÝÑ S‚pCq

defines a relative 2-Segal object by Corollary 3.7. Unraveling definitions this equips D with the structure
of an S‚pCq-module with action given by

S1pF q

C ˆ D D

This module structure is responsible for the so-called derived Heck actions as defined in [KV22, Sect.5.2].
Indeed repeating the analysis of [DK18, Sect.8] for the theory with transfer given by Borel-Moore
homology and the above module structure recovers their derived Hecke actions. Further, it can be used
to extend their derived Hecke action to the categorified Hall algebra of [PS23, DPS22].

3.2 Relative 2-Segal Spans from Duality preserving 8-Functors

In this subsection, we present a general construction of relative 2-Segal objects from 2-Segal spaces with
duality. For this construction, we first have to recall some facts about 8-categories with duality. Since
we only work with simplicial objects in S, we drop it from the notation.
Recall that the category ∆ admits a canonical C2-action. This action maps an object rns to rns and a
morphism f ; rns Ñ rms to the composite morphism

rns » rnsop
fop

ÝÝÑ rmsop » rms

where the equivalence rns » rnsop is given by i ÞÑ n ´ i. By functoriality of taking presheaves the
C2-action on ∆ induces one on Pp∆q that maps a simplicial space X‚ to Xrev

‚ . The restriction of this
action to the full subcategory Cat8 Ă Pp∆q maps an 8-category to its opposite.
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Definition 3.9. A simplicial space with duality is a homotopy fixed point with respect to the above
C2-action on Pp∆q. Similarly, an 8-category with duality is a homotopy fixed point with respect to the
C2-action on Cat8 given by taking opposites.

More precisely an 8-category with duality is a section of the cocartesian fibration ĄCat8 Ñ BC2 encoding
the C2-action on Cat8. We define the 8-category CatC2

8 of 8-categories with duality and the 8-category
of simplicial spaces with duality Pp∆qC2 as the respective 8-categories of homotopy fixed points.

Remark 3.10. The 8-categories ∆, Pp∆q and Cat8 also admit a trivial C2-action. We denote the
respective category of homotopy fixed points with respect to this trivial action by ∆rC2s, Pp∆qrC2s and
Cat8rC2s. In the following, we will call a homotopy fixed point with respect to this trivial action an
object with C2-action.

Note that the non-trivial C2-action on Pp∆q restricts to an C2-action on 2-Seg∆.

Definition 3.11. A 2-Segal space with duality is a homotopy fixed point with respect to the non-trivial
C2-action on 2-Seg∆.

We denote by 2- SegC2

∆ the 8-category of homotopy fixed points. By construction, this 8-category comes

equipped with a forgetful functor to 2- Seg∆pSq. We call a morphism f : X‚ Ñ Y‚ in 2-SegC2

∆ active
equifibered (resp. relative Segal) if its image in 2- Seg∆ is active equifibered (resp. relative Segal).
Similarly, we call a span

Y‚

X‚ Z‚

t‚s‚

in 2-SegC2

∆ a 2-Segal span with duality if s‚ is active equifibered and t‚ is relative Segal. Since the

8-category 2- SegC2

∆ admits small limits, it makes sense to define:

Definition 3.12. We define the 8-category 2-SegØ,C2

∆ of 2-Segal spaces with duality as the subcategory

of Spanp2-SegC2

∆ q with morphisms 2-Segal spans with duality.

Similarly, note that the trivial C2-action on Pp∆q induces the trivial C2-action on Rel2Seg∆.

Definition 3.13. A relative 2-Segal space with C2-action is a homotopy fixed point with respect to the
trivial C2-action on Rel2Seg. We denote by Rel2Seg∆rC2s the 8-category with homotopy fixed points.

As above the 8-category Rel2SegrC2s comes equipped with a forgetful functor to the 8-category
Rel2Seg∆. We define active equifibered and relative Segal morphisms as for 2-SegC2

∆ . The associated
version of 2-Segal span is called a relative 2-Segal span with C2-action.

Definition 3.14. We define the 8-category Rel2SegØ
∆ rC2s of relative 2-Segal spaces with C2-action as

the subcategory of SpanpRel2Seg∆rC2sq with morphisms relative 2-Segal spans with C2-action.

Our first goal in this section is the construction of a functor

TwØ
p-qC2 : 2-SegØ,C2

∆ Ñ Rel2SegØ
∆

that associates to every 2-Segal space with duality a relative 2-Segal space. Therefore, recall the def-
inition of the edgewise subdivision functor e : ∆ Ñ ∆ from Example 2.22. This functor becomes
C2-equivariant if we equip the source with the trivial and the target with the non-trivial C2-action. By
functoriality, this lifts to a C2-equivariant functor

Tw :“ e˚ : Pp∆q Ñ Pp∆q
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that induces a functor Tw : Pp∆qC2 Ñ Pp∆qrC2s on homotopy fixed points. The canonical inclusions
rns ãÑ rns ˚ rnsop and rnsop ãÑ rns ˚ rnsop induce a natural transformation

Tw ñ idˆ p´qop : Pp∆q Ñ Pp∆q

It follows from [HSV19, Lem.2.23] that the natural transformation is C2-equivariant and hence induces
a natural transformation

Tw ñ idˆ p´qop : Pp∆qC2 Ñ Pp∆qrC2s

on homotopy fixed points. In total, we can interpret this construction as a functor

Pp∆qC2
TwÑ

p-q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Funp∆1,Pp∆qrC2sq

p´q
C2

ÝÝÝÑ Funp∆1,Pp∆qq

that associates to a simplicial space with duality X‚ the morphism

TwpXqC2
‚ Ñ pX‚ ˆXrev

‚ qC2

Proposition 3.15. Let X‚ P Pp∆qC2 be a simplicial space with duality and let X‚ ˆXrev
‚ be the induced

simplicial space with C2-action. There exists an equivalence of simplicial spaces

pX‚ ˆXrev
‚ qC2 » X‚

Proof. For any simplicial space X‚, we can construct a C2-action on X‚ ˆX‚ via right Kan extension

˚ Pp∆q

BC2

X‚

X‚ˆX‚

By adjunction the projection onto the first factor X‚ ˆ Xrev
‚ Ñ X‚ induces a morphism of simplicial

spaces with C2-action
κ : X‚ ˆXrev

‚ Ñ X‚ ˆX‚

It follows from the construction that the functor underlying κ is given by idˆD : X‚ ˆXrev
‚ Ñ X‚ ˆX‚,

where D denotes the duality on X‚. Hence it is an equivalence. We therefore obtain an equivalence on
homotopy fixed points. The claim follows from the transitivity of right Kan extensions

Proposition 3.16. The functor TwÑ
p-q constructed above restricts to a functor

TwÑ
p-q : 2-SegC2

∆ Ñ Rel2Seg∆rC2s

Further, it preserves active equifibered and relative Segal morphisms.

Proof. It follows from Example 2.22 that the map TwpXq‚ Ñ X‚ ˆ Xrev
‚ is a relative 2-Segal object

with C2-action. The second claim can be checked directly by looking at the corresponding pullback
diagrams.

Proposition 3.17. The functor p´qC2 : Funp∆1,Pp∆qrC2sq Ñ Funp∆1,Pp∆qq restricts to a functor

p´qC2 : Rel2Seg∆rC2s Ñ Rel2Seg∆

Further, it preserves active equifibered and relative Segal morphisms.

Proof. The claim follows from the fact that the functor limBC2p´q preserves small limits.

Combining Proposition 3.17 and 3.16 we can obtain our first goal of this section
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Proposition 3.18. The composite 8-functor

2-SegC2

∆

TwÑ
p-q

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rel2Seg∆rC2s
p´q

C2

ÝÝÝÑ Rel2Seg∆

induces an 8-functor on the level of spans

TwØ
p-qC2 : 2-SegØ,C2

∆ Ñ Rel2SegØ
∆ rC2s Ñ Rel2SegØ

∆

We use this Proposition for the construction of examples of relative 2-Segal spaces and spans. In the
previous section, we have shown that algebraicK-theory is a rich source of examples of active equifibered
and relative Segal ∆op-morphisms. The analog for relative 2-Segal spans is hermitian K-theory. The
ideas behind hermitian K-theory originate from the fundamental work of Hesselholt and Madsen [HM15]
on real algebraic K-theory. An 8-categorical formulation of these ideas is given in [HSV19]. The her-
mitian Waldhausen construction associates to every exact 8-category with duality a simplicial space
with duality. For the construction of the hermitian Waldhausen construction, we follow the presentation
from [HSV19, Sect.8.2]. To do so, we first recall some facts about exact 8-categories with duality and
SrC2s-enriched 8-categories.
Recall from Subsection 3.1 that the 8-category Exact8 of exact 8-categories is defined as the subcat-
egory of Exact8 Ă FunpΛ2

2,Cat8q with objects exact 8-categories and morphisms exact functors. The
8-category Λ2

2 carries a natural C2-action. This action combines with the C2-action on Cat8 to an
action on FunpΛ2

2,Cat8q that is defined on objects as

pC0 Ñ C2 Ð C1q ÞÑ pC
op
1 Ñ C

op
2 Ð C

op
0 q

It is easy to see that this action restricts to an C2-action on the subcategory Exact8.

Definition 3.19. An exact 8-category with duality is a homotopy fixed point with respect to the above
C2-action on Exact8. We call the 8-category of homotopy fixed points ExactC2

8 the 8-category of exact
8-categories with duality. A morphism in this 8-category is called an exact duality preserving functor.

Informally, an exact 8-category with duality C is a Waldhausen 8-category s.t. the underlying 8-
category admits the structure of an 8-category with duality and the class of ingressive morphisms Cin

together with the opposites of the ingressive morphisms form the structure of an exact 8-category on
C. These serve as an input for the hermitian Waldhausen construction.
In [HSV19] the authors work with real exact 8-categories and equip the real Waldhausen S‚-construction
with the structures of a real simplicial space. Since the 8-category of exact 8-categories with duality
forms a full subcategory of the 8-category of real exact 8-categories [HSV19, Rem.2.33], we can apply
the construction of [HSV19, Sect 8.2] to our situation.
The key ingredient in the construction [HSV19, Sect.8.2] is enriched 8-category theory. In our situation,
we are interested in 8-categories enriched over the 8-category SrC2s of spaces with C2-action. The
amount of enriched 8-category theory necessary for this construction is described in [HSV19, App. A].3

Notation 3.20. In the following, we adopt the convention to denote SrC2s-enriched 8-categories by C

to distinguish them from their underlying 8-category C.

For an SrC2s-enriched 8-category C the underlying 8-category is obtained by taking homotopy fixed
points on Hom-spaces [HSV19, Sect.3.1]. It follows from [HSV19, Cor.2.8] that the 8-categories CatC2

8

and Pp∆qC2 are Cartesian closed and are therefore enriched over SrC2s. This enrichment restricts along
the inclusion ∆C2 Ă CatC2

8 to an enrichment of ∆. We denote the SrC2s-enriched 8-category ∆ by ∆.
Further, the 8-category SrC2s is naturally enriched over itself.
It follows from [HSV19, Prop.2.12] that there exists an equivalence Pp∆qC2 » FunSrC2sp∆

op, SrC2sq of
SrC2s-enriched 8-categories between the 8-category of simplicial spaces with duality and the 8-category
of SrC2s-enriched functors. We will use this equivalence for the construction of the duality structures

3For a more general discussion of enriched 8-category theory see [GH15]
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on the Waldhausen S‚-construction.
The SrC2s-enriched 8-category ExactC2

8 [HSV19, Sect.7.1] is cotensored over CatC2
8 [HSV19, Sect.8.2].

This cotensoring induces an SrC2s-enriched functor:

p´q´ : ExactC2
8 ˆ CatC2,op

8 Ñ ExactC2
8

For an 8-category with duality I and an exact 8-category with duality C the underlying exact 8-
category of the cotensor CI is given by the functor category FunpI,Cq. The exact structure is defined
objectwise and the induced duality structure maps a functor F : I Ñ C to the composite functor

I Iop Cop C
Dop

I F op DC

As the first step of our construction of the S‚-construction, we define an SrC2s-enriched version of the
8-category of arrows. Analogously to the non-enriched case, we define it as the SrC2s-enriched functor

Arp´q : ∆ Ă CatC2
8

Hompr1s,´q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ CatC2

8

where Homp´,´q denotes the SrC2s-enriched internal Hom-functor of CatC2
8 . For every rns this induces a

duality structure on the 8-category of Arprnsq. Note that for every rns P ∆ the induced duality structure
on CArprnsq restricts to a duality structure on SnpCq. It follows that the SrC2s-enriched functor

p´q´ : ExactC2
8 ˆ ∆op

Ñ ExactC2
8

restricts to an SrC2s-enriched functor

S‚p´q : ExactC2
8 ˆ ∆op

Ñ ExactC2
8

Such a functor is transpose to an SrC2s-enriched functor

S»
‚ p´q : ExactC2

8 Ñ FunSrC2sp∆
op,ExactC2

8 q
p´q

»

ÝÝÝÑ FunSrC2sp∆
op, SrC2sq » Pp∆qC2

Definition 3.21. Let C be an exact 8-category with duality. The 2-Segal space with duality S»
‚ pCq is

called the Waldhausen S‚-construction with duality.

The underlying simplicial space of S‚ coincides with the Waldhausen S‚-construction of an exact 8-
category as introduced in Definition 3.1. In particular, the Waldhausen S‚-construction with duality is
an example of a 2-Segal space with duality.
We can now apply Proposition 3.18 to the Waldhausen S‚-construction with duality.

Definition 3.22. [HS04, Sect.1.8] Let C be an exact 8-category with duality. We call the simplicial
object TwpS»

‚ pCqqC2 the hermitian S‚-construction and denote it by R‚pCq.

Remark 3.23. It is known by the fundamental work of Waldhausen [Wal06] that for every exact 8-
category TwpS‚pCqq is equivalent to Quillens Q-construction QpCq. In [CDH`20] the authors introduced
a hermitian version of the Q-construction. We expect that for every exact 8-category with duality C the
equivalence between the TwpS‚pCqq and the Q-construction QpCq extends to an equivalence of simplicial
spaces with C2-action.

The following result extends [You18, Thm.3.6] into the realm of 8-categories:

Corollary 3.24. Let C be an exact 8-category with duality. The morphism

R‚pCq Ñ S‚pCq

is a relative 2-Segal object.
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Proof. Apply Proposition 3.18 to S»
‚ pCq.

We can further use Proposition 3.18 for the construction of relative 2-Segal spans. Let F : C Ñ D P

ExactC2
8 be a duality preserving exact functor. It follows from the construction of S‚p´q that it induces

a morphism
S‚pF q : S‚pCq Ñ S‚pDq

of simplicial spaces with duality.

Corollary 3.25. Let F : C Ñ D P ExactC2
8 be a fully faithful duality preserving exact functor and

consider the induced diagram

R‚pCq
R‚pF q //

��

R‚pDq

��
S‚pCq

S‚pF q // S‚pDq

Then the morphism pR‚pF q, S‚pF qq is

(1) active equifibered if F is closed under extensions and subobjects.

(2) relative Segal if the essential image of F is closed under extensions.

Remark 3.26. The author is not aware of a hermitian analog of the relative S‚-construction constructed
in Subsection 3.1. An analog of the construction given in Subsection 3.1 for exact 8-categories can not
be performed for exact 8-categories with duality. The problem is that the defining pullback diagram
does not lift to a diagram of simplicial spaces with duality.

4 Modules in Span Categories

Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. The goal of this section is to provide a characterization of
bimodule objects in Span∆pCˆq in terms of birelative 2-Segal objects in C (see Definition 2.7). The
proof we present here is a multicolored version of the proof provided in [Ste21, Sect.2], with many ideas
drawn from there. For this, we use an explicit combinatorial description of the monoidal 8-category
Span∆pCˆq constructed in [DK19] that we recall in Subsection 4.1. After this preliminary subsection,
we prove the claimed equivalence in Subsection 4.2.
Before we start, we sketch the strategy of the proof here. Let the functor F : ∆{r1s ÝÑ Span∆pCˆq

represent a bimodule object. Unraveling definitions, we identify F in Corollary 4.11 with a functor
F : Twp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆

š

ÝÑ C satisfying a list of conditions. In particular, F inverts a class of morphisms
that we will denote by E. To deal with these conditions, we construct a localization functor L :
Twp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆

š

Ñ ∆˚
1 along the morphisms E. The category ∆˚

1 contains ∆op
{r1s

as a full subcategory

and the remaining conditions translate under the restriction Funp∆˚
1 ,Cq ÝÑ Funp∆op

{r1s
,Cq to the birelative

2-Segal conditions (see Definition 2.7).
More explicitly we can describe this identification as follows. The category Twp∆{r1sqˆ∆∆

š

has objects
pf, ti, juq represented by diagrams of the form:

ri, js Ă rn0s rn1s

r1s

f

g0 g1
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in ∆. Similarly a 1-morphism pe0, e1q : pf0, ri, jsq ÝÑ pf1, rl,msq in Twp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

can be represented
by a commutative diagram in ∆ of the form:

ri, js Ă rn0s rn1s

rm1srl,ms Ă rm0s

r1s

f0

e1

f1

e0

g1

h1

s.t. e0piq ď l ď m ď e1pjq. We denote by X‚ : ∆op
{r1s

ÝÑ C the birelative simplicial object associated

to F under the equivalence of Theorem 4.10. In terms of X‚ the value of F on pf, ri, jsq admits an
interpretation as:

Xg1
rpfpiq,fpi`1qs

ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXg1
rpfpj´1q,fpjqs

Similarly, in terms of X‚ the value of F on the morphism pe0, e1q translates to the morphism:

Xg1
rpf0piq,f0pi`1qs

ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXg1
rpf0pj´1q,f0pjqs

ÝÑ Xh1
rpf1plq,f1pl`1qs

ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXh1
rpf1pm´1q,f1pmqs

whose composition with the projection onto Xh1
rpf1plq,f1pl`1qs

is given by:

Xg1
rpf0piq,f0pi`1qs

ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXg1
rpf0pj´1q,f0pjqs

ÝÑ Xg1
rpf0piq,f0pi`1qs

X
e1

rf1plq,f1pl`1qs

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Xh1
rpf1plq,f1pl`1qs

We unravel this in a specific example.

Example 4.1. Consider the objects g : r3s
0011

ÝÝÝÑ r1s and idr1s : r1s ÝÑ r1s in ∆{r1s. Denote the associated
birelative simplicial object by X‚. We denote by fi,j : r1s ÝÑ r3s the unique morphism with image ti, ju
for i ď j. The morphism f0,3 extends to an object pf0,3 : idr1s ÝÑ g, t0, 1uq in Twp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆

š

. Under
the identification of the theorem the value of F on pf0,3, t0, 1uq identifies with

Xgrfp0q,fp1qs
“ Xg “: Xp0,0,1,1q

Next, consider the morphisms

t0, 1u Ă r1s r3s

r1st0, 1u Ă r1s

r1s

f0,3

f0,3

id

id
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and

t0, 1u Ă r1s r3s

r3st0, 3u Ă r3s

r1s

f0,3

id

id

f0,3

in ∆{r1s. Under the identification with X‚ we can interpret the two morphisms F pf0,3, t0, 1uq ÝÑ

F pidr3s, t0, 3uq and F pf0,3, t0, 1uq ÝÑ F pidr1s, t0, 1uq in C as the span

Xp0,0,1,1q

Xp0,1qXp0,0q ˆXp0,1q ˆXp1,1q

XfXf0,1 ˆXf1,2 ˆXf2,3

This span describes the simultaneous action of the algebra objects Xp0,0q and Xp1,1q on the bimodule
Xp0,1q.

4.1 Preliminaries

In this subsection, we introduce some notations and definitions essential for the combinatorics of the
next section. Particularly, we recall an explicit construction of a monoidal structure on the 8-category of
spans in the model of quasi-categories. We use this model in the following sections. First, we introduce
some notation:

Notation 4.2. Let f : rns ÝÑ r1s be an object in ∆{r1s. We will say that f is supported at S Ă t0, 1u,
if Impfq “ S. We can uniquely represent such an object f by a sequence p0, 0, ..., 0, 1, ..., 1q.

Definition 4.3. The interval category ∇ is the subcategory of ∆ with objects given by those rns with
n ě 1, and morphisms are maps that preserve maximal and minimal elements, also called active maps.
The augmented interval category ∇` is the wide subcategory of ∆ with morphisms being the active
maps.

Definition 4.4. Let S be a linearly ordered set. An inner interstice of S is a pair pn, n ` 1q P S ˆ S,
where n ` 1 denotes the successor of n in S. We denote the set of inner interstices of S by IpSq. This
set comes equipped with a canonical linear order induced from S. This construction can be enhanced
to a functor

I : ∇op
` ÝÑ ∆`

that associates to a morphism f : S ÝÑ T P ∇` the morphism Ipfq : IpT q ÝÑ IpSq

Ipfqpj, j ` 1q “ pk, k ` 1q ; fpkq ď j ă j ` 1 ď fpk ` 1q

Definition 4.5. We define ∆
š

to be the category with objects prns, i ď jq consisting of a linearly
ordered set rns and a pair of objects i ď j P rns. A morphism f : prns, i ď jq ÝÑ prms, k ď lq is
given by morphism f in ∆, s.t. fpiq ď k ď l ď fpjq. An object prns, i ď jq represents a subinterval
ti, ..., ju Ă rns. We will frequently denote an object prns, i ď jq in ∆

š

by prns, ri, jsq It is easy to check,
that the forgetful functor πš : ∆

š

ÝÑ ∆ is a Cocoartesian fibration. For every morphism f : rns ÝÑ rms

a πš-cocartesian lift is given by the morphism f : prns, i ď jq ÝÑ prms, fpiq ď fpjqq.
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Construction 4.6. Given a morphism f : rms ÝÑ rns over r1s we can uniquely decompose it as follows.
We can decompose the source into a composite of rms :“ t0, 1u ˚ t1, 2u ˚ ...˚ tm´1,mu. Restricting f to
each individual interval yields a morphism fi :“ f |ti´1,iu : ti ´ 1, iu :“ r1is ÝÑ tfpi ´ 1q ď fpiqu :“ rnis
in ∆{r1s that preserves endpoints. We further denote t0 ď fp0qu :“ rnls and tfpmq ď nu :“ rnrs. Using
this decomposition, we can uniquely reconstruct f as a morphism in ∆{r1s:

f “ f1 ˚ ... ˚ fm : r11s ˚ ... ˚ r1ms ÝÑ rn1s ˚ ... ˚ rnms ãÑ rnls ˚ rn1s ˚ ... ˚ rnms ˚ rnrs

We call this process decomposition.

We now proceed to recall a construction of the Cartesian monoidal structure and the 8-category of
spans within the context of quasi-categories from [DK19, Chapt.10]. First we recall an explicit model
for the Cartesian monoidal structure. In the following, we implicitly identify every 1-category with its
nerve.

Construction 4.7. [Ste21, Constr.1.29] Let C be an 8-category with finite products. We define a
simplicial set over ∆ via the adjunction formula

Hom∆pK, C̄ˆq » HomSet∆pK ˆ∆ ∆
š

,Cq

This defines a Cartesian fibration p : C̄ˆ ÝÑ ∆. We define Cˆ Ă C̄ˆ to be the full subcategory on those
objects F : ∆0 ˆ∆ ∆

š

ÝÑ C, that display F pti ď juq as a product of F ptk ď k ` 1uq for i ď k ă j.
The restricted functor p : Cˆ ÝÑ ∆ is also a Cartesian fibration and exhibits the Cartesian monoidal
structure on C. A morphism Φ̃ : ∆1 ÝÑ Cˆ represented by a map Φ : trns ÝÑ rmsu ˆ∆ ∆

š

ÝÑ C is

Cartesian if and only if Φ carries all πš-cocartesian edges of trns
f

ÝÑ rmsu ˆ∆ ∆
š

ÝÑ ∆ to equivalences
[Lur06, Cor.3.2.2.12]. This happens if and only if Φ maps all maps of the form f : pri, js Ă rnsq ÝÑ

prfpiq, fpjqs Ă rmsq induced by a weakly monotone map f : rns ÝÑ rms to equivalences.

Construction 4.8. [Ste21, Constr.1.33] Given X‚ P Set∆. There exists an adjunction:

TwX : pSet∆q{X ÐÑ pSet∆q{X : SpanX

by setting TwXpf : S ÝÑ Xq “ TwpSq ÝÑ TwpXq ÝÑ X and SpanXpS ÝÑ Xq to be the left vertical arrow
of the pullback:

SpanXpSq //

��

SpanpSq

��
X // SpanpXq

Let p : S ÝÑ X a map of simplicial sets. An n-simplex in SpanXpSq represented by a map ϕ : Twp∆nq ÝÑ S
is called a Segal simplex if, for every ∆k Ă ∆n the composite diagram:

t0, ku ˚ TwpSpp∆kqq Ă Twp∆kq Ă Twp∆nq
ϕ

ÝÑ S

is a p-limit diagram. Here, Spp∆kq denotes the spine of ∆k and we call the join t0, ku ˚TwpSpp∆kqq the
Segal cone. We denote by SpanXpSq Ă SpanXpSq the simplicial subset consisting of Segal simplices. In
case X » ˚ we adopt the notation Span˚pCq :“ SpanpCq.

It follows from [DK19, Thm.10.2.6] that for every 8-category C the simplicial set SpanpCq is itself
8-category.

Proposition 4.9. [DK19, Prop.10.2.31] Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. Then the functor:

Span∆pCˆq ÝÑ ∆

is a Cartesian fibration providing a monoidal structure on SpanpCq.
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Note, that the construction of the 8-category SpanpCq is functorial. Indeed, every finite limit preserving
functor F : C Ñ D between 8-categories C and D induces a functor SpanpF q : SpanpCq Ñ SpanpDq. In
particular, after passing to homotopy coherent nerves the construction Spanp´q induces an 8-functor

Spanp´q : Catlex8 Ñ Cat8

where Catlex8 denotes the 8-category of 8-categories and finite product preserving functors.

4.2 Characterization of Bimodules

Let C be an 8-category with finite limits and denote by Cˆ the associated Cartesian monoidal structure
as constructed in Construction 4.7. Our main goal of this section is to prove the following:

Theorem 4.10. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. There exists an equivalence of spaces:

BiModpSpan∆pCˆqq» » BiSeg∆pCq»

For better readability we have included some technical lemmas in the Appendix A. As a start, we unravel
the datum of a cobimodule in Span∆pCˆq. Such an object is given by a commutative triangle:

∆{r1s Span∆pCˆq

∆

F

s.t F preserves inert morphisms and the adjoint morphism F̃ : Twp∆{r1sq ÝÑ Cˆ maps every n-simplex
∆n ÝÑ ∆{r1s to a Segal simplex. A precise discussion of these conditions is included in Appendix A.1.
Here we just state the main result:

Proposition 4.11. A functor F : Θ1 ÝÑ C defines a bicomodule object, if and only if

(1) F sends degenerate4 intervals to terminal objects.

(2) F sends ever object pϕ : g0
rn0s

ÝÑ g1
rn1s

, ri, jsq together with its projection to subintervals to a product

diagram5.

(3) F sends morphisms every morphism

σ »

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

ri, js Ă g0n0

g //

f

��

g1n1

r̃i, j̃s Ă g0m0

g̃ // g1m1

f̃

OO

,

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

-

s.t f restricts to an isomorphism ti, ..., ju ÝÑ t̃i, ..., j̃u and f̃ to an isomorphism tgpiq, ..., gpjqu ÝÑ

tg̃p̃iq, ..., g̃pj̃qu, to an equivalence. We denote by E the set of morphisms of the above form.

(4) F maps all Segal cone diagrams from Definition A.1 to limit diagrams.

Definition 4.12. We define BiModSppCq as the full subcategory of FunpΘ1,Cq on those functors that
satisfy the conditions of Corollary 4.11 and denote by the full subcategory on Fun˚

pΘ1,Cq those functors
that map degenerate intervals to terminal objects.
Similarly, we denote by BiModπpCq the full subcategory of FunpΘ1,Cq on those functors that satisfy
condition p1q and p2q of Corollary 4.11. Furthermore, we denote by Ω1 the full subcategory of Θ1 with
objects those morphisms pri, js Ă g0n0

ÝÑ g1n1
q, s.t. the interval ri, js is non-degenerate.

4An interval ri, js Ă rns is called degenerate if i “ j.
5See Construction 4.7
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We first analyse condition p1q:

Proposition 4.13. The restriction functor induces an equivalence of 8-categories

Fun˚
pΘ1,Cq

»
ÝÑ FunpΩ1,Cq

Proof. The proof is the same as [Ste21, Cor.2.9].

To handle condition p3q of, we explicitly construct a localisation of Ω1 along the class of morphisms E.

Definition 4.14. The category ∆‹
1 has objects consisting of pairs of a finite ordered set rks and a

rks-indexed sequence of composable6 objects pfn0
, ..., fnk

q in ∆{r1s. By definition, these compose to a
morphism

f :“ fn0
˚ ... ˚ fnk

: rn0s ˚ rn1s ˚ ... ˚ rnks ÝÑ r1s

A morphism pg, θq : ppf1n0
, ...f1nk

q, rksq ÝÑ ppf2m0
, ..., f2ml

q, rlsq consists of a

(1) a morphism θ : rls ÝÑ rks

(2) a commutative diagram

rm0s ˚ ... ˚ rmls rn0s ˚ ... ˚ rnks

r1s

g

f2 f1

s.t. for any i P rks with θ´1piq “ tj1, ..., jpu, the restriction

gi : rmj1s ˚ ... ˚ rmjps ÝÑ rn0s ˚ ... ˚ rnks

has image contained in rnis.

Construction 4.15. We define a functor L : Ω1 ÝÑ ∆˚
1 as follows:

• It maps an object ri, js Ă g0n0

f
ÝÑ g1n1

to the object pg1
rfpiq,fpi`1qs

, ..., g1
rfpj´1q,fpjqs

q. The image is

indexed by the inner interstices7 Ipri, jsq of the linearly ordered set ti, i` 1, ..., ju

• A morphism in Ω1 is given by

σ »

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

ri, js Ă g0n0

g //

f

��

g1n1

r̃i, j̃s Ă g0m0

g̃ // g1m1

f̃

OO

,

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

-

The functor L maps σ to the map Lpσq “ phσ, Ipfqq, whose second component is given by
Ipfq : Ipr̃i, j̃sq ÝÑ Ipri, jsq. We define hσ componentwise. Consider an inner interstices tp, p `

1u P Ipri, jsq. The restriction of hσ to the component indexed by Ipfq´1ptp, p` 1uq is given by:

rg̃pfppqq, g̃pfppq ` 1qs ˚ ... ˚ rg̃pfpp` 1q ´ 1q, g̃pfpp` 1qqs rgppq, gpp` 1qs

r1s

f̃

g1
rg̃pfppqq,g̃pfpp`1qqs

g1
rgppq,gpp`1qs

It follows from the commutativity of σ that this definition is well-defined.

6See Definition 2.26
7See Definition 4.4
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The technical proof of the following proposition is included in Appendix A.2:

Proposition 4.16. The functor L : Ω1 ÝÑ ∆‹
1 is an 8-categorical localisation at the morphisms E

defined in Corollary 4.11 (3).

Definition 4.17. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. We define the category Funbimp∆‹
1,Cq Ă

Funp∆‹
1,Cq as the full subcategory with objects those functors, that

(I) send diagrams of the form

pg0, ..., gkq

%% ))zzuu
g0 g1 ... gk´1 gk

to equivalences

(II) send diagrams of the form

p˚jPrn1sg
2
j , ..., ˚jPrnlsg

2
j q

uu ))
pg1n1

, ..., g1nl
q

))

pg21 , ..., g
2
kq

uu
pg11 |t0,1u, ..., g

l
1|tnl´1,nluq

to equivalences

Proposition 4.18. Restriction along the functor L : Ω1 Ñ ∆˚
1 induces an equivalence of 8-categories

BiModSppCq » Funbimp∆‹
1,Cq

Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.16 that restriction along L induces an equivalence

FunE´1pΩ1,Cq » Funp∆‹
1,Cq

where we denote by FunE´1pΩ1,Cq the full subcategory of FunpΩ1,Cq on those functors, that map all
morphisms in E to equivalences. To conclude, we only have to match the remaining conditions of
Corollary 4.11. By construction, condition (2) on the left matches with condition (I) on the right. For
condition (4) let σ be a 3-simplex

g0n0

ϕ1
ÝÑ g1n1

ϕ2
ÝÑ g2n2

ϕ3
ÝÑ g3n3

in Ω1 and F an object of BiModSppCq. Further let ri, js Ă rn0s be a subinterval. The corresponding
limit diagram for condition (4) reads as

F pψ3, ri, jsq

F pϕ1, ri, jsq F pϕ2, rψ1piq, ψ1pjqsq F pϕ3, rψ2piq, ψ2pjqsq

F pg1n1
, rψ1piq, ψ1pjqsq F pg2n2

, rψ2piq, ψ2pjqsq
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It follows from the dual of [Lur06, Prop.4.4.2.2] that this diagram is a limit diagram, if and only if the
diagram

F pψ3, ri, jsq

F pϕ3 ˝ ϕ2, rϕpiq, ϕpjqsqF pψ2, ri, jsq

F pϕ2, rϕ1piq, ϕ1pjqsq

is a pullback diagram. Combining this with the previous diagram, we get

F pψ3, ri, jsq

F pϕ1, ri, jsq F pϕ2, rψ1piq, ψ1pjqsq F pϕ3, rψ2piq, ψ2pjqsq

F pg1n1
, rψ1piq, ψ1pjqsq F pg2n2

, rψ2piq, ψ2pjqsq

F pψ2, ri, jsq F pϕ3 ˝ ϕ2, rϕpiq, ϕpjqsq

It follows from the pasting property for pullbacks, that the diagram corresponding to any sub 2-simplex
is a limit diagram. Iterating this we see, that condition (4) is satisfied if and only if it is satisfied on
2-simplices. Since condition (II) is precisely the image of condition (4) on 2-simplices under L, we can
conclude.

Using the above proposition, the problem has shifted to analyzing the conditions of Definition 4.17.
Therefore, consider the full subcategory i : ∆op

{r1s
ÝÑ ∆‹

1 generated by objects f : rns ÝÑ r1s P ∆{r1s with

n ě 0. Restriction and right Kan extension induce an adjunction

i˚ : Funp∆‹
1,Cq Õ Funp∆op

{r1s
,Cq : i˚

We denote by Funˆ
p∆‹

1,Cq Ă Funp∆‹
1,Cq the full subcategory on those functors that satisfy condition

(I) of Definition 4.17.

Proposition 4.19. The functor i˚ : Funp∆op
{r1s

,Cq Ñ Funp∆‹
1,Cq factors through the full subcategory

Funˆ
p∆‹

1,Cq. Moreover, the induced functor

i˚ : Funp∆op
{r1s

,Cq Ñ Funp∆‹
1,Cq

is an equivalence of 8-categories.

Proof. Let F P Funp∆op
{r1s

,Cq be a functor pfm1
, fm2

, ..., fmk
q an object of ∆‹

1. The value of i˚F on

pfm1
, fm2

, ..., fmk
q can be computed as the limit of F over the diagram indexed by the category D :“

p∆op
{r1s

q{pfm1
,fm2

,...,fmk
q. An object of the category D consists of a choice i P t1, ..., ku together with a
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morphism hl ÝÑ fmi
in ∆{r1s. Note that a morphism from phl ÝÑ fmi

q to pep ÝÑ fmj
q in D only exists if

i “ j. In this case, it is given by a commutative diagram

ep hl

fmi

in ∆{r1s. It follows, that for the value of i˚F pfm1
, ..., fmk

q is given by the limit

i˚F pfm1 , ..., fmk
q

vv zz %% ))
F pfm1q F pfm2q ... F pfmk´1

q F pfmk
q

This proves the first claim. The second claim follows from [Lur06, Prop.4.3.2.15]

We need the following auxiliary lemma

Lemma 4.20. Let F P Funp∆‹
1,Cq be a functor. Then F satisfies condition pIIq, if and only if it

satisfies condition pIIq where all but one of the gi2 have source equal to r1s. We will call this condition
pII 1q.

Proof. It follows from the assumptions that pIIq implies pII 1q. Let therefore F satisfy condition pII 1q.
We consider the diagram in ∆‹

1 displayed in Figure 1. Since F satisfies pII 1q, it follows that F maps

(g11 , ..., g
1
l ) (g11 |{0,1}, ..., g1l |{nl−1,nl})

(g21 ⋆ g
1
1 |{1,2} ⋆ ...g11 |{n1−1,n1}, g

1
2 |{0,1}, ..., g1l |{nl−1,nl} (g21 , g

1
1 |{1,2}, ..., g1l |{nl−1,nl}) (g21 |{0,1}, ..., g21 |{m1−1,m1}, g

1
1 |{1,2}, ..., g1l |{nl−1,nl})

(g21 ⋆ g
2
2 ⋆ g

1
1 |{2,3} ⋆ ...g11 |{n1−1,n1}, g

1
2 |{0,1}, ..., gl1|{nl−1,nl}) (g21 , g

2
2 , g

1
1 |{2,3}, ..., g1l |{nl−1,nl}) (g21 |{0,1}, ..., g21 |{m1−1,m1}, g

2
2 , g

1
1 |{2,3}, ..., g1l |{nl−1,nl})

... ... ...

Figure 1: Proof of Lemma 4.20

the bottom right square and the exterior right rectangle of the diagram to pullback diagrams. By the
pasting law, it follows that the functor F also sends the bottom left square to a pullback square. Hence,
it follows from pII 1q that also the upper left square is a pullback square. Using the pasting law once
again implies that the vertical left square is a pullback. Iterating this argument yields the claim.

After all these intermediate steps, we can finally prove:

Proposition 4.21. The restriction functor i˚ : Funp∆˚
1 ,Cq ÝÑ Funp∆op

{r1s
,Cq descends to an equivalence

Funbimp∆‹
1,Cq » BiSeg∆pCq

where BiSeg∆pCq Ă Funp∆op
{r1s
,Cq denotes the full subcategory generated by birelative 2-Segal objects.

Proof. Let F P Funˆ
p∆‹

1,Cq be a functor and let

g1

��

˚0ďkăj´1g1|tk,k`1u ˚ g2 ˚ p‹jďkăng1|k,k`1q

��

oo

pg1|t0,1u, ..., g1|tn´1,nuq pg1|t0,1u, ..., g1|tj´2,j´1u, g2, g1|tj,j`1u, ..., g1|tn´1,nuqoo
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be a diagram of type pII 1q. We can expand this diagram

g1

��

˚0ďkăj´1g1|tk,k`1u ˚ g2 ˚ p˚jďkăng1|k,k`1q

��

oo

pg1|t0,1u, ..., g1|tn´1,nuq

��

pg1|t0,1u, ..., g1|tj´2,j´1u, g2, g1|tj,j`1u, ..., g1|tn´1,nuq

��

oo

g1|tj´1,ju g2oo

Since F satisfies condition pIq of Definition 4.17 it follows, that F maps the lower square to a pullback
diagram. By the pasting lemma, the upper square is a pullback if and only if the outer rectangle is a
pullback. But the latter can be identified with the opposite of the diagram

rns

r1s

r1s

rms

rn`m´ 1s

g1|tj´1,ju

g1 g2

which is precisely one of the birelative 2-Segal conditions.

As a corollary, we obtain analogous results for left and right module objects in Span∆pCˆq

Corollary 4.22. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. There exist equivalences of spaces

LModpSpan∆pCˆqq» » LSeg∆pCq»

and
RModpSpan∆pCˆqq» » RSeg∆pCq»

5 Module Morphisms in Span Categories

In the last section, we have constructed for every 8-category with finite limits C an equivalence between
the space of bimodule objects in SpanpCq and of birelative 2-Segal objects. The goal of this section is
to extend this to an equivalence of 8-categories:

Theorem 5.1. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. There exists an equivalence of 8-categories

BiModpSpan∆pCˆqq » Bi2SegØ
∆ pCq

between the 8-category of bimodule objects in Span∆pCˆq and the 8-category of birelative 2-Segal objects
and birelative 2-Segal spans.

As a corollary of this we obtain a similar characterization for the 8-category of left (resp. right) module
objects and algebra objects in Span∆pCˆq.

Corollary 5.2. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. There exists an equivalence

LModpSpan∆pCˆqq » L2SegØ
∆ pCq

between the 8-category of left modules in Span∆pCˆq and the 8-category of left relative 2-Segal objects
and left relative 2-Segal spans.
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Corollary 5.3. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. There exists an equivalence

AlgpSpan∆pCˆqq » 2-SegØ
∆ pCq

between the 8-category of algebras in Span∆pCˆq and the 8-category of 2-Segal objects and 2-Segal
spans.

Combining the above Corollary with Corollary 2.19, we obtain

Corollary 5.4. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. There exists an equivalence

LModpSpan∆pCˆqq » Rel2SegØ
∆ pCq

between the 8-category of left modules in Span∆pCˆq and the 8-category of relative 2-Segal objects.

Before we prove these statements, let us explicitly describe the relation between algebra morphisms and
Segal spans on the level of lowest dimensional simplices. Consider two algebra objects pX1, µ

Xq and
pY1, µ

Y q in SpanpCˆqq with associated 2-Segal objects X‚ (resp. Y‚). To construct an algebra morphism
F : pX1, µ

Xq ÝÑ pY1, µ
Y q between those we first have to provide a morphism on underlying objects,

which is a span with tip denoted F1:

F1

Y1X1

g1f1

For this span to be part of an algebra morphism, we have to provide higher coherence data. At the
lowest level this is given by an invertible 2-morphism α : F1 ˝µX » µY ˝ pF1 ˆF1q, i.e there has to exist
an invertible morphism of spans α:

X1 ˆX1 Y1 ˆ Y1 Y1

X2 F1

X2 ˆX1
F1

F1 ˆ F1 Y2

Y2 ˆY1ˆY1
F1 ˆ F1

F2

X1

α

f1pB
X
2 , B

X
0 q B

X
1 g1

π2

f1 ˆ f1 g1 ˆ g1 pB
Y
2 , B

Y
0 q B

Y
1

pB
F
1 , f2q

pg2, B
F
2 , B

F
0 q

Since α is invertible, we can decompose α into two equivalences

pB
F
1 , f2q : F2

»
ÝÑ X2 ˆX1 F1

and

pg2, B
F
2 , B

F
0 q : F2

»
ÝÑ Y2 ˆY1ˆY1

F1

These conditions form the lowest dimensional instances of the active equifibered and relative Segal
conditions respectively (see Definition 2.2). Similar calculations for higher coherence data on the algebra
morphism construct the higher dimensional simplices of the simplicial object F‚.
After these initial considerations, we now turn to the proof of Theorem 5.1. For this we will need the
following lemma:
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Lemma 5.5. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits and consider a morphism:

F : Twp∆nq ˆ pTwp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

q ÝÑ C

s.t. the associated morphism F̃ : Twp∆nq ÝÑ FunppTwp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

q,Cq factors through BimSppCq 8.
Then F defines a morphism:

F : ∆{r1s ˆ ∆n ÝÑ Span∆pCq

if and only if for every 2-simplex ∆2 ÝÑ ∆n ˆ ∆{r1s of the form

p1q pf0 : rn0s ÝÑ r1s, iq
ϕ1

ÝÑ pf1 : rn1s ÝÑ r1s, iq
ϕ2

ÝÑ pf2 : rn2s ÝÑ r1s, iq

p2q pf0 : rn0s ÝÑ r1s, iq
iăj

ÝÝÑ pf0 : rn0s ÝÑ r1s, jq
jăk

ÝÝÑ pf0 : rn0s ÝÑ r1s, kq

p3q pf0 : rn0s ÝÑ r1s, iq
ϕ1

ÝÑ pf1 : rn1s ÝÑ r1s, iq
iăj

ÝÝÑ pf2 : rn2s ÝÑ r1s, jq

p4q pf0 : rn0s ÝÑ r1s, iq
iăj

ÝÝÑ pf0 : rn0s ÝÑ r1s, jq
ϕ1

ÝÑ pf1 : rn1s ÝÑ r1s, jq

the restriction F |∆2 is a Segal simplex.

Proof. The only if condition follows from the assumption. For the other direction, we first observe that
for every morphism ϕ : fn0 ÝÑ fn1 in ∆{r1s, every i ă j ă k and every fixed subinterval rl,ms Ă rn0s the
diagram

F pϕ, i ă k, rl,msq

F pϕ, j ă k, rl,msqF pϕ, i ă j, rl,msq

F pϕ, j, rl,msq

is a limit diagram. Indeed, since F̃ factors through BimπpCq the diagram is equivalent to a product of
diagrams of the form

F pfn1
|ϕppq,ϕpp`1q, i ă k, rϕppq, ϕpp` 1qsq

F pfn1
|ϕppq,ϕpp`1q, j ă k, rϕppq, ϕpp` 1qsqF pfn1

|ϕppq,ϕpp`1q, i ă j, rϕppq, ϕpp` 1qsq

F pfn1 |ϕppq,ϕpp`1q, j, rϕppq, ϕpp` 1qsq

These are limit diagrams due to condition pIIq. Let σ : ∆2 ÝÑ ∆{r1s ˆ∆n be a 2-simplex represented by
a composable pair of morphisms:

pf0 : rn0s ÝÑ r1s, iq
ϕ1

ÝÑ pf1 : rn1s ÝÑ r1s, jq
ϕ2

ÝÑ pf2 : rn2s ÝÑ r1s, kq

8See Definition 4.12
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F (ψ2, i < k, {l,m})

F (ψ2, i < j, {l,m}) F (ψ2, j < k, {l,m})

F (ϕ1, i < j, {l,m}) F (ψ2, j, {l,m}) F (ϕ2, j < k, {ϕ1(l), ϕ1(m)})

F (f0, i < j, {l,m}) F (ϕ1, j, {l,m}) F (ϕ2, j, {ϕ1(l), ϕ1(m)}) F (f0, i < j, {l,m})

F (f0, i, {l,m}) F (f0, j, {l,m}) F (f1, j, {ϕ1(l), ϕ1(m)}) F (f2, j, {ψ1(l), ψ1(m)}) F (f2, k, {ψ1(l), ψ1(m)})

(I)

(II) (III)

(IV ) (V ) (V I)

Figure 2: Image under F of the decomposition of the 2-simplex σ into a 4-simplex. The original 2-
simplex is colored blue.

By Proposition A.2 need to check that for every interval rl,ms Ă rn0s the following square is a limit
diagram:

F pψ2, i ă k, rl,msq

F pϕ2, j ă k, rϕ1plq, ϕ1pmqsqF pϕ1, i ă j, rl,msq

F pf1, j, rϕ1plq, ϕ1pmqsq

To check this, we include this diagram into a fourfold composite of spans shown in Figure 2. The square
is visualized by the blue part in the diagram. We denote the composite rectangle of two squares by
the sum of their labels. It follows from p4q, that the rectangles pIV q, pIV q ` pIIq, from (3) that the
rectangles pIIIq ` pV Iq, pV Iq and from p1q that the square pV q are pullback squares. Moreover, as
shown above, the square pIq is a pullback diagram. It follows from an iterated application of the pasting
lemma that also the blue square is a pullback square.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We prove the equivalence CoBiModpSpan∆pCˆqq » 2 ´ BiSegpCqop. The claimed
result then follows from the equivalence CoBiModpSpan∆pCˆqq » BiModpSpan∆pCˆqqop.
Unraveling definitions and using Proposition A.2 an n-simplex η P CoBiModpSpan∆pCˆqqn is represented
by a morphism

η : Twp∆nq ˆ pTwp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

q ÝÑ C

such that

(1) for every 0 ď k ď n the restriction ηtku : tidkuˆpTwp∆{r1sqˆ∆∆
š

q ÝÑ C preserves inert morphisms,
i.e. defines a cobimodule in Span∆pCˆq.
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(2) for every 2-simplex ∆2 ÝÑ ∆{r1s ˆ ∆n of the form of Lemma A.3 depicted

pf0 : rn0s ÝÑ r1s, iq
ϕ1

ÝÑ pf1 : rn1s ÝÑ r1s, jq
ϕ2

ÝÑ pf2 : rn2s ÝÑ r1s, kq

with 0 ď i ď j ď k ď n and every subinterval rp, qs Ă rn0s the associated Segal cone diagram9 is
a limit diagram:

ηpψ2, rp, qs, ikq

ηpϕ2, rϕ1ppq, ϕ1pqqs, jkq ηpϕ1, rp, qs, ijq

ηpf1, rϕ1ppq, ϕ1pqqs, jq

(6)

The datum of an n-simplex in CoBiModpSpan∆pCˆqq corresponds via adjunction to a functor

η : Twp∆nq ÝÑ FunpTwp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

,Cq

We claim that η factors through the full subcategory

BiModSppCq Ă FunpTwp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

,Cqq

as defined in Definition 4.12. For the evaluation of η on objects of the form idk, this follows from
condition p1q and p2q. Hence, let i ă j be an object of Twp∆nq. We need to check the conditions of
Definition 4.12. All conditions except condition p3q of Definition 4.12 are satisfied by assumption. For
this condition to hold it suffices to check that for every inert morphism ϕ : f0n0

ÝÑ f1n1
P ∆{r1s and every

subinterval rk, ls Ă rn0s the morphisms

(i) ηpϕ, rk, ls, i ă jq ÝÑ ηpf1n1
, rϕpkq, ϕplqs, i ă jq

(ii) ηpϕ, rk, ls, i ă jq ÝÑ ηpf0n0
, rk, ls, i ă jq

are equivalences. Therefore, consider the following 2-simplices:

(i) pf0n0
, iq

ϕ
ÝÑ pf1n1

, iq
iăj

ÝÝÑ pf1n1
, jq

(ii) pf0n0
, iq

iăj
ÝÝÑ pf0n0

, jq
ϕ

ÝÑ pf1n1
, jq

in ∆{r1s ˆ∆ ∆n. Since ηp´,´, iq P BimSppCq for all i P rns, the pullback Diagrams 6 associated by η
to these 2-simplices exhibit the morphisms in piq and piiq as pullbacks of equivalences. Hence they are
itself equivalences.
Consequently, we can apply Lemma 5.5. It therefore, suffices to analyze condition pIq ´ pIV q of
Lemma 5.5. Condition pIq and pIIq imply that η descends to a morphism

η : ∆n ÝÑ SpanpBimSppCqq

Under the equivalence BiModSppCq » Funbimp∆‹
1,Cq of Proposition 4.18 condition pIIIq reads as

ηϕ1ppqďϕ1pp`1qpijq ˆ ...ˆ ηϕ1pq´1qďϕ1pqqpijq

ηϕ1ppqďϕ1pp`1qpijq ˆ ...ˆ ηϕ1pq´1qďϕ1pqqpjqηp,p`1pijq ˆ ...ˆ ηq´1,qpijq

ηp,p`1pjq ˆ ...ˆ ηq´1,qpjq

9See Definition A.1
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where the maps are the image under η of the diagram

f1
tϕ1ppqďϕ1pp`1qu

, ..., f1
tϕ1pq´1qďϕ1pqqu

, ijq

pf1
tϕ1ppqďϕ1pp`1qu

, ..., f1
tϕ1pq´1qďϕ1pqqu

, jqpf0
tp,p`1u

, ..., f0
tq´1,qu

, ijq

pf0
tp,p`1u

, ..., f0
tq´1,qu

, jq

in the category ∆˚
1 ˆ Twp∆q. Similarly condition pIV q is given by

ηϕ1ppqďϕ1pp`1qpijq ˆ ...ˆ ηϕ1pq´1qďϕ1pqqpijq

ηϕ1ppq,ϕ1ppq`1pijq ˆ ...ˆ ηϕ1pqq´1,...,ϕ1pqqpijqηϕ1ppqďϕ1pp`1qpiq ˆ ...ˆ ηϕ1pq´1qďϕ1pqqpiq

ηϕ1ppq,ϕ1ppq`1piq ˆ ...ˆ ηϕ1pqq´1,ϕ1pqqpiq

Observe, that the above diagrams are products of individual square shaped diagrams. It therefore
suffices to show that each individual square is a pullback diagram. For condition pIIIq, we therefore
need to check that for every p ď r ď q ´ 1 the diagram

ηϕ1prqďϕ1pr`1qpijq

ηϕ1prqďϕ1pr`1qpjqηtr,r`1upijq

ηtr,r`1upjq

is a pullback square. Similarly for condition pIV q, we need to check that the diagram:

ηϕ1prqďϕ1pr`1qpijq

ηtϕ1prq,ϕ1prq`1upijq ˆ ...ηtϕ1pr`1q´1,ϕ1pr`1qupijqηϕ1prqďϕ1pr`1qpiq

ηtϕ1prq,ϕ1prq`1upiq ˆ ...ηtϕ1pr`1q´1,ϕ1pr`1qupiq

is a pullback diagram. Under the equivalence of Proposition 4.21, the map η identifies with a functor
η : Twp∆nq ÝÑ Funp∆op

{r1s
,Cq. We denote the value of η on an object i ď j P Twp∆nq by M i,j

‚ , if i ă j

and by Xi
‚, if i “ j.
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Under this equivalence condition pIIIq translates into the condition that for every fl P ∆op
{r1s

and

0 ď i ă j ď n the diagram

M i,j
fl

Xj
fl

M i,j
ft0,lu

Xj
ft0,lu

is a pullback diagram. Similarly, condition pIV q translates into the condition that for every fl P ∆op
{r1s

and 0 ď i ă j ď n the diagram:

M i,j
fl

Xi
fl

M i,j
ft0,1u

ˆ ...ˆM i,j
ftl´1,lu

Xi
ft0,1u

ˆ ...ˆXi
ftl´1,lu

is pullback diagrams. By Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7 the conditions suffice to hold for j “ i ` 1. But
these are precisely the active equifibered and relative Segal conditions. This finishes the proof.

Lemma 5.6. Let η̃ : ∆n ÝÑ SpanpFunp∆op
{r1s

,Cqq be a functor with adjoint η : Twp∆nq ÝÑ Funp∆op
{r1s

,Cq

and denote by M i,j
‚ the value of η on the object i Ñ j P Twp∆nq if i ă j and by Xi

‚, if i “ j. Further
let fl : rls Ñ r1s be an object of ∆{r1s. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) the diagram

M i,j
fl

Xj
fl

M i,j
ft0,lu

Xj
ft0,lu

is a pullback diagram for all 0 ď i ă j ď n.
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(2) the diagram

M i,i`1
fl

Xi`1
fl

M i,i`1
ft0,lu

Xi`1
ft0,lu

is a pullback diagram for all 0 ď i ă n.

Proof. (1) implies (2) by assumption. To prove the converse we do induction on the difference p “ j´ i.
The claim is true for p “ 1 by assumption. Assume that the result holds for p ´ 1. Let 0 ď i ă j ď n
be objects of ∆n with j ´ i “ p. We denote j ´ 1 by k. Consider the diagram:

Xj
f

��

Mk,j
f

oo

��

M i,j
f

oo

��
Xj

ft0,lu
Mk,j

ft0,lu

oo

��

M i,j
ft0,lu

oo

��
Xk

ft0,lu
M i,k

ft0,lu

oo

The upper left square is a pullback diagram by the induction assumption and the lower square is
a pullback diagram by the definition of η. To show that the big horizontal rectangle is a pullback
diagram, it therefore suffices to show that the big vertical rectangle is a pullback diagram. To show this,
we factor the vertical rectangle as:

Mk,j
f

��

M i,j
f

��

oo

Xk
f

��

M i,k
f

oo

��
Xk

ft0,lu
M i,k

ft0,lu

oo

The lower square is a pullback square by the induction hypothesis and the upper square by the definition
of η. It follows that the outer square is a pullback square. This finishes the proof.

Lemma 5.7. Let η̃ : ∆n ÝÑ SpanpFunp∆op
{r1s

,Cqq be a functor with adjoint η : Twp∆nq ÝÑ Funp∆op
{r1s

,Cq

and denote by M i,j
‚ the value of η on the object i Ñ j P Twp∆nq if i ă j and by Xi

‚, if i “ j. Further
let fl : rls Ñ r1s be an object of ∆{r1s. Then the following are equivalent:
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• the diagram

M i,j
fl

Xi
fl

M i,j
ft0,1u

ˆ ...ˆM i,j
ftl´1,lu

Xi
ft0,1u

ˆ ...ˆXi
ftl´1,lu

is a pullback diagram for all 0 ď i ă j ď n.

• the diagram

M i,i`1
fl

Xi
fl

M i,i`1
ft0,1u

ˆ ...ˆM i,i`1
ftl´1,lu

Xi
ft0,1u

ˆ ...ˆXi
ftl´1,lu

is a pullback diagram for all 0 ď i ă n.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of Lemma 5.6. By assumption, p1q implies p2q. For the
converse, we do induction on the difference p “ j ´ i. The case p “ 1 follows by assumption. Assume
therefore the result holds for p´ 1. Let 0 ď i ă j ď n be objects of ∆n and denote j´ 1 by k. Consider
the diagram:

śl
m“1M

k,j
ftm´1,mu

��

śl
m“1M

i,j
ftm´1,mu

oo

��

M i,j
f

oo

��
śl

m“1X
k
ftm´1,mu

śl
m“1M

i,k
ftm´1,mu

oo

��

M i,k
f

oo

��
śl

m“1X
i
ftm´1,mu

Xi
f

oo

It follows from the inductive hypothesis that the bottom square is a pullback diagram. Further, the
upper left square is a pullback by definition of η. Therefore, to show that the big vertical rectangle is
a pullback diagram, it suffices to show that the big horizontal rectangle is a pullback. The horizontal
rectangle factors as

śl
m“1M

k,j
ftm´1,mu

��

Mk,j
f

oo

��

M i,j
f

��

oo

śl
m“1X

k
ftm´1,mu

Xk
f

oo M i,k
f

oo

The left square is a pullback square by the induction hypothesis and the right square is a pullback
square by definition of η. Consequently, also the big horizontal square is a pullback diagram.
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A Auxiliary Statements

The goal of this appendix is to present the technical proofs of Corollary 4.11 and 4.16. These proofs are
included here to maintain the flow of the main argument presented in Section 4.

A.1 Proof of Proposition 4.11

The goal of this subsection is to prove Proposition 4.11. As a start, we unravel the datum of a cobimodule
in Span∆pCˆq. Such an object is given by a commutative triangle:

∆{r1s Span∆pCˆq

∆

F

s.t F preserves inert morphisms and the adjoint morphism F̃ : Twp∆{r1sq ÝÑ Cˆ maps every n-simplex
∆n ÝÑ ∆{r1s to a Segal simplex10.
We analyze the second condition first. By the universal property of the Cartesian monoidal structure
F̃ is equivalent to a functor:

F̄ : Twp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

ÝÑ C

Similarly an n-morphism η : ∆n Ñ Fun∆p∆{r1s,Span∆pCˆqq is equivalent to a functor:

η̄ : Twp∆{r1s ˆ ∆nq ˆ∆ ∆
š

» Twp∆nq ˆ pTwp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

q ÝÑ C

We will denote Θn`1 :“ Twp∆{r1s ˆ∆nq ˆ∆∆
š

» Twp∆nq ˆΘ1. The objects of this category are given
by:

ri, js Ă pgp : rps ÝÑ r1s, kq
f

ÝÑ pgq : rqs ÝÑ r1s, lq

where 0 ď k ď l ď n, f : gp ÝÑ gq is a morphism in ∆{rns and ri, js is a subinterval of rps.

Definition A.1. Let η̄ : Twp∆n ˆ ∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

ÝÑ C be a morphism of simplicial sets, σ : ∆k ÝÑ

∆n ˆ ∆{r1s a k-simplex:

pg0, i0q
ϕ1 // ...

ϕk // pgk, ikq

and ri, js Ă rn0s a subinterval. The Segal cone of η̄ associated to σ and ri, js is the diagram:

η̄pψn, ri, js, i0 ă ikq

η̄pϕ1, ri, js, i0 ă i1q η̄pϕk, rψk´1piq, ψk´1pjqs, ik´1 ă ikq

¨ ¨ ¨η̄pgk´1, rψk´1piq, ψk´1pjqs, ik´1q η̄pgk, rψkpiq, ψkpjqs, ikqη̄pg1, rψpiq, ψpjqs, i1qη̄pg0, ri, js, i0q

¨ ¨ ¨

where we denote ψi :“ ϕi ˝ ϕi´1 ˝ ... ˝ ϕ1.

Proposition A.2. Let η̄ : Twp∆n ˆ ∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

ÝÑ C be a morphism of simplicial sets. Its adjoint η
defines an n-morphism in Fun∆p∆{r1s,Span∆pCˆqq if and only if for every k-simplex:

prn0s, i0q

##

ϕ1 // ...
ϕk // prnks, ikq

{{
r1s

in ∆{r1s ˆ ∆n and every interval ti, ju Ă rn0s the associated Segal cone of η̄ is a limit diagram in C.
10See Construction 4.8
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Proof. By definition, we need to show that for every k-simplex ∆k ÝÑ ∆n ˆ ∆{r1s given by

pg0, i0q ÝÑ pg1, i1q ÝÑ ... ÝÑ pgk, ikq

the restriction of η̄ to Twp∆kq Ă Twp∆{r1s ˆ ∆nq is a Segal simplex in Cˆ. According to [DK19,
Lem.10.2.13] there exists a functor:

H̃t : p∆1 ˆ Twp∆kqq ˆ∆ ∆
š

ÝÑ C

adjoint to a homotopy:
Ht : p∆1 ˆ Twp∆kqq ÝÑ Cˆ

such that H1 “ η̄, the components of this homotopy are Cartesian morphisms and H0 has image
contained in Cˆ

g0 . Consequently, the restriction of η̄ to the Segal cone11 is a relative limit in Cˆ if and
only if the restriction of H0 to the Segal cone is a limit in Cˆ

g0 [Lur06, Prop. 4.3.1.9].

We can check the latter for each interval ti, ju Ă rn0s individually. The restriction of H̃0 to the Segal
cone is represented in C by the diagram

H̃0pψn, ri, js, i0 ă inq

H̃0pϕ1, ri, js, i0 ă i1q H̃0pϕk, ri, js, ik´1 ă ikq

¨ ¨ ¨ H̃0pgk´1, rψk´1piq, ψk´1pjqs, ik´1q H̃0pgk, rψkpiq, ψkpjqs, ikqH̃0pg1, rψ1piq, ψ1pjqs, i1qH̃0pg0, ri, js, i0q

¨ ¨ ¨

Since the components of the homotopy are Cartesian, it restricts to an equivalence between this diagram
and the Segal cone diagram of η̄ associated to σ and ri, js. Therefore the simplex is Segal, if for all
simplices σ and all subintervals ri, js, the Segal cone diagram of η̄ associated to σ and ri, js are limit
diagrams.

In fact, it turns out to be sufficient to check this condition for 2-simplices:

Lemma A.3. Let C be an 8-category with finite limits. For an n-simplex

F : ∆n ÝÑ Fun∆p∆{r1s,Span∆pCˆqq

the following are equivalent:

(1) F restricts to a functor F : ∆n ÝÑ Fun∆p∆{r1s,Span∆pCˆqq

(2) for every non-degenerate 2-simplex ∆2 ÝÑ ∆{r1s ˆ ∆n the restriction F |∆2 is a Segal simplex

Proof. This follows from the iterated application of [Lur06, Prop.4.2.3.8]

To study the first condition, recall that a morphism ϕ : ∆1 ÝÑ ∆{r1s is called inert if its image in ∆ is
inert. If we depict a morphism in ∆{r1s by a commutative diagram

rn0s rn1s

r1s

f

the morphism is inert when f is the inclusion of a subinterval. Let ϕ : ∆1 ÝÑ ∆{r1s be an inert morphism
and F a bicomodule object in Span∆pCˆq. By definition F : ∆{r1s ÝÑ Span∆pCˆq has to map inert
morphisms to Cartesian morphisms. Unraveling the definition of the Cartesian fibration Span∆pCˆq, it

follows that the image of ϕ is Cartesian, if and only if the adjoint map ĆF ˝ ϕ : Twp∆1q ÝÑ Cˆ maps all
morphisms in Twp∆1q to Cartesian morphisms. In other words for any morphism ϕ : g0n0

ÝÑ g1n1
and

any interval ri, js Ă rn0s

11See Construction 4.8
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(1) the morphism F pϕ, ti, juq ÝÑ F pg0n0
, ti, juq induced by the source map ϕ ÝÑ g0n0

in Twp∆{r1sq is an
equivalence

(2) the morphism F pϕ, ti, juq ÝÑ F pg1n1
, tϕpiq, ϕpjquq induced by the target map ϕ ÝÑ g1n1

in Twp∆{r1sq

is an equivalence

We derive some consequences of this

Lemma A.4. Suppose F : ∆{r1s ÝÑ Span∆pCˆq represents a cobimodule. Let f : g0n0
ÝÑ g1n1

be a
morphism in ∆{r1s viewed as an object in Twp∆{r1sq

p1q Denote for ri, js Ă rn0s by f |ri,js the restriction of f to g0
ri,js

Ă g0n0
. Then the induced morphism

F pf |ri,js, ri, jsq ÝÑ F pf, ri, jsq

is an equivalence.

p2q Let f̃ : g0n0
ÝÑ g1

rl,ks
be a morphism with rl, ..., ks Ă rn1s, s.t. the composite with the inert morphism

ϕ : g1
rl,ks

ãÑ g1n1
is f . Then the induced morphism

F pf, rl, ksq ÝÑ F pf̃ , rl, ksq

is an equivalence.

Proof. The proof is analogous to [Ste21, Prop.2.2]

Lemma A.5. Suppose F : ∆{r1s ÝÑ Span∆pCˆq represents a cobimodule. Let σ be a morphisms in

Twp∆{r1sq ˆ∆ ∆
š

of the form:

σ »

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

ri, js Ă g0n0

g //

f

��

g1n1

r̃i, j̃s Ă g0m0 g̃
// g1m1

f̃

OO

,

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

-

s.t. f restricts to an isomorphism ri, ..., js ÝÑ r̃i, ..., j̃s and f̃ restricts to an isomorphism rgpiq, ..., gpjqs ÝÑ

rg̃p̃iq, ..., g̃pj̃qs. Then F sends σ to an equivalence.

Proof. We decompose σ into the diagram

g0
ri,js

g0n0

g0m0

g1n1

g1m1

g1m1

ϕ

f

id

f̄

gri,js

g

ḡ

Note that the upper square gets mapped by F to an equivalence and that the composite of the left
vertical maps is inert. So we can restrict by 2-out-of-3 to those σ, s.t the morphism f is inert. Such a
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diagram σ can be further decomposed as:

g0
ri,js

g0
ri,js

g0m0

g1n1

g1m1

g1m1

id

f

f̄

id

gri,js

ḡ ˝ f

ḡ

Using the same argument as above applied to the lower square, we can reduce to the case that f “ id.
So let σ be a diagram of the form:

g0n0

g0n0

g1n1

g1m1

id f̄

gri,js

ḡ

s.t f̄ induces an isomorphism rḡp0q, ḡpn0qs ÝÑ rgp0q, gpn0qs. In particular, there exists a decomposition

g0n0

g0n0

g0n0

g1n1

g1m1

g1
rḡp0q,ḡpn0qs

id

id

f̄

ψ

g

ḡ

ḡ

with ψ inert. It follows by assumption that f ˝ψ is itself inert. Hence the claim follows from 2-out-of-3
again.

Putting these results together we have proven:

Proposition A.6. A functor F : Θ1 ÝÑ C defines a bicomodule object if and only if

(1) F sends degenerate intervals to terminal objects.

(2) F sends ever object pϕ : g0
rn0s

ÝÑ g1
rn1s

, ri, jsq together with its projection to subintervals to a product

diagram12.

(3) F sends morphisms of the form

σ »

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

ri, js Ă g0n0

g //

f

��

g1n1

r̃i, j̃s Ă g0m0

g̃ // g1m1

f̃

OO

,

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

-

s.t. the morphism f restricts to an isomorphism ti, ..., ju ÝÑ t̃i, ..., j̃u and the morphism f̃ restricts
to an isomorphism tgpiq, ..., gpjqu ÝÑ tg̃p̃iq, ..., g̃pj̃qu to equivalences. We denote by E the wide
subcategory of Θ1 with morphisms of the above form.

12See Construction 4.7
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(4) F maps all Segal cone diagrams from Definition A.1 to limit diagrams.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 4.16

The goal of this subsection is to prove the following:

Proposition A.7. The functor L : Ω1 ÝÑ ∆‹
1 from Construction 4.15 is an 8-categorical localisation

at the morphisms E defined in Corollary 4.11 (3).

To prove this we show that this functor satisfies the assumptions of [Wal21, Lem.3.1.1]. Therefore, we
need to consider for any object N “ pe0m0

, ..., ek´1
mk´1

q P ∆‹
1 the strict fiber of the functor L at N . We

denote this fiber by Ω1,N and by ΩE
1,N the subcategory of Ω1,N with morphisms in E. In the first step,

we construct an explicit initial object in ΩE
1,N¿

Construction A.8. For any N “ pe0m0
, ..., ek´1

mk´1
q P ∆‹

1 as above we define the object IN P Ω1,N as

r0, ks Ă rks rm0s ˚ ... ˚ rmk´1s

r1s

fN

ek e0m0
˚ ... ˚ ek´1

mk´1

where the morphism fN is defined by

fN piq “

#

0 P rmis i ď k

mk´1 P rmk´1s i “ k

and ek is the unique morphism that makes the triangle commute. In case that e0m0
˚ ... ˚ ek´1

mk´1
is

supported at t0u we denote by IN ˚ idr1s the object

r0, ks Ă rks rm0s ˚ ... ˚ rmk´1s ˚ r1s

r1s

fN

e0m0
˚ ... ˚ ek´1

mk´1
˚ idr1s

Similarly we denote by idr1s ˚IN the analogously defined object for the case that e0m0
˚ ... ˚ ek´1

mk´1
is

supported at t1u.

Lemma A.9. For every N the category ΩE
1,N has an initial object given by

(1) IN ˚ idr1s if e0m0
˚ ... ˚ ek´1

mk´1
is supported at 0.

(2) IN if e0m0
˚ ... ˚ ek´1

mk´1
is surjective.

(3) idr1s ˚IN if e0m0
˚ ... ˚ ek´1

mk´1
is supported at 0.

Proof. We will prove that the objects are initial. Let

ri, js Ă rns
α

ÝÑ rls
h

ÝÑ r1s

be an object in ΩE
1,N . We will construct a unique morphism Φ in ΩE

1,N from the claimed initial object.
In any of the above cases, we define the morphism ϕ : rks ÝÑ rns as the inert map that includes rks as
the interval ti, ..., ju. This is uniquely defined since every morphism in E has to induce an isomorphism

between the chosen subintervals. We can decompose13 the object rls
h

ÝÑ r1s into

rllefts ˚ tαpiq, ..., αpjqu ˚ rlrights
hleft˚h˚hright

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ r1s

13See Construction 4.6
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Since any morphism in E has to map tαpiq, ..., αpjqu isomorphically onto rfN p0q, fN pkqs “ rns the
restriction of Φ to tαpiq, ..., αpjqu is uniquely determined. We show that our assumptions allow us to
uniquely extend this arrow to the outer part. In case p2q, we can uniquely extend. We only discuss case
p1q, since p3q is analogous. In case p1q, we can uniquely extend Φ to rllefts by setting it constantly 0.
An extension to rlrights is equivalent to a morphism to idr1s in ∆{r1s. This morphism exists uniquely,
since idr1s is a final object of ∆{r1s.

We further need to show that the inclusion ΩE
1,N Ă Ω1

{N is cofinal. Therefore we make the following

preliminary considerations. By Quillen’s theorem A [Lur06, Thm.4.1.3.1] this amounts to showing, that
for every object

ti, ju Ă rns
α

ÝÑ rls
h

ÝÑ r1s

whose image under L is given by phli`1
, ..., hlj q, and every morphism

g : phli`1
, ..., hlj q ÝÑ pem0

, ..., emk´1
q

in ∆‹
1 the category ΩE

N,1 ˆpΩ1q{N
ppΩ1q{N qg{ is contractible. We do so by constructing an explicit initial

object. By definition, the morphism g amounts to a pair consisting of a morphism γ : rk ´ 1s ÝÑ

ti ` 1, ..., ju in ∆ and a morphism ḡ : rm0s ˚ ... ˚ rmk´1s ÝÑ rli`1s ˚ ... ˚ rljs in ∆{r1s. We denote by
rncs :“ tp, ..., qu Ă ti, ju Ă rns the unique linearly ordered set s.t γ factors as

γ : rk ´ 1s ÝÑ rncs ãÑ rnls ˚ rncs ˚ rnrs

The morphism ḡ has by construction image contained in rlcs :“ rlp`1s ˚ ... ˚ rlqs. We introduce the
following decompositions:

rls “ rlls ˚ rlcs ˚ rlrs

rms “ rmls ˚ rmcs ˚ rmrs

Lemma A.10. There exists a morphism in Ω1

rp, qs Ă drp,...,qs
//

��

hlc

r0, ks Ă ht0,l1u ˚ ek ˚ ht0,l2u
// hl1 ˚ em ˚ hl2

OO

that extends to a morphism

µZ,N :“

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

Z “ ri, js Ă dnl
˚ dnc

˚ dnr
//

��

hll ˚ hlc ˚ hlr

ZN “ r0, ks Ă dnl
˚ ht0,l1u ˚ ek ˚ ht0,l2u ˚ dnr

// hll ˚ hl1 ˚ em ˚ hl2 ˚ hlr

OO

,

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

-

covering g, s.t. µZ,N is an initial object in ΩE
N,1 ˆpΩ1q{N

ppΩ1q{N qg{

Proof. We define a morphism ν : tp ` 1, ..., q ´ 1u ÝÑ rks as Ipγq and extend it to a morphism ν :
tp, ..., qu ÝÑ r1s ˚ rks ˚ r1s by mapping endpoints to endpoints. We decompose rlcs “ rl1s ˚ rlmc s ˚ rl2s,
where we denote by rlmc s the subinterval of rls, that contains the image of ḡ. By construction, the map
ḡ : em ÝÑ hrlmc s hits both endpoints. Therefore, we can extend it to a morphism

ḡ1 :“ idhl1
˚g ˚ idhl2

: hl1 ˚ em ˚ hl2 ÝÑ hlc

By construction ḡ1 hits both endpoints and extends uniquely to a morphism over r1s. Similarly, we
define

f̄N : ht0,l1u ˚ ek ˚ ht0,l2u ÝÑ hl1 ˚ em ˚ hl2
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to be fN on ek and to send endpoints to endpoints. This morphism also extends uniquely to a morphism
over r1s. By decomposing the morphisms ν, h and f̄N ˝ν, we obtain a not necessarily commuting diagram

rp, qs Ă dr1p`1s ˚ ... ˚ dr1ps
α //

ν

��

hlp`1
˚ ... ˚ hlq

r0, ks Ă ht0,l1u ˚ ekp`1
˚ ... ˚ ekq

˚ ht0,l2u
f̄N

// hl1 ˚ emp`1
˚ ... ˚ emq

˚ hl2

ḡ1

OO

This diagram commutes in ∆{r1s if and only if it commutes restricted to each individual r1rs with
r P tp ` 1 ď qu. Since all maps preserve endpoints, this is clear for r “ p ` 1 and r “ q. In the other
cases, it suffices to show, that ḡ1 sends the endpoints of rnrs to the endpoints of rmrs. This follows since
ḡ1 is induced by a morphism g in ∆‹

1.
Since all morphisms preserve endpoints, we can extend the diagram by taking star products with the
morphisms iddnl

, iddnr
, idhll

, idhlr
, α|dnl

: dnl
ÝÑ dll and α|dnr

: dnr ÝÑ dlr

Z “ ti, ju Ă dnl
˚ dnc ˚ dnr

//

��

hll ˚ hlc ˚ hlr

ZN “ t0, ku Ă dnl
˚ ht0,l1u ˚ ek ˚ ht0,l2u ˚ dnr

// hll ˚ hl1 ˚ em ˚ hl2 ˚ hlr

OO

By construction, this diagram defines a morphism in Ω1 covering g. We call this morphism µZ,N .
Let us show that µZ,N is initial. Suppose, we are given another morphism in Ω1

Z “ ri, js Ă dn
α //

ρ

��

hl

X “ r0, ks Ă xa
β
// yb

w

OO

covering g. We can decompose it as follows

Z “ ri, js Ă dnl
˚ dnc

˚ dnr

α //

ρ

��

hll ˚ hlc ˚ hmr

X “ r0, ks Ă xal
˚ xac ˚ xar β

// ybl ˚ ybc ˚ ybr

w

OO

(7)

It follows from [Ste21, Lem. A.3] that ρ is uniquely determined except at the endpoints by γ. Therefore,
the restriction of the diagram Diagram 7 to dnc looks as follows:

dnc

h //

ρ

��

hlc

xa1
c

˚ ek ˚ xa2
c

β1
c˚fN˚β2

c// yb1c ˚ en ˚ yb2c

w

OO

Every morphism ZN ÝÑ X in E commuting with the above morphism Z ÝÑ X and µZ,M , must in
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particular restrict to a commutative diagram

dnc
//

��

""

hlc

ht0,l1u ˚ ek ˚ ht0,l2u
//

))

hl1 ˚ em ˚ hl2

OO

xa1
c

˚ ek ˚ xac
2

// yb1c ˚ em ˚ yb2c

hh

``

(8)

Moreover, since the bottom square is in E it must restrict to a commutative diagram

ek //

��

em

ek // em

OO

It follows that the component ht0,l1u ˚ ek ˚ ht0,l2u ÝÑ xa1
c

˚ ek ˚ xa2
c
is uniquely determined by the left

hand triangle in Diagram 8. We can further decompose w, since it must restrict to ḡ on em, into

w “ w1 ˚ g ˚ w2 : yb1c ˚ em ˚ yb2c ÝÑ hl1 ˚ hlmc ˚ hl2

Hence the component of the bottom morphism in the right triangle is uniquely determined and must be
given by

w1 ˚ idrms ˚w2 : yb1c ˚ em ˚ yb2c ÝÑ hl1 ˚ em ˚ hl2

We can now extend back to the full diagram

dnl
˚ dnc

˚ dnr
//

��

&&

hll ˚ hlc ˚ hlr

dnl
˚ ht0,l1u ˚ ek ˚ ht0,l1u ˚ dnr

//

++

hll ˚ hl1 ˚ em ˚ hl2 ˚ hlr

OO

xal
˚ xa1

c
˚ ek ˚ xac

2
˚ xar

// ybl ˚ yb1c ˚ em ˚ yb2c ˚ ybr

jj

ee

Note that the vertical arrows in the back square are given by identities when restricted to hll , hlr , eml

and emr
. Hence the bottom square is uniquely determined by the morphisms hll ÝÑ xal

, hlr ÝÑ xar
,

ybl ÝÑ eml
and ybr ÝÑ emr

. So there is a unique morphism ZN ÝÑ X with the desired properties.

Proof of Proposition 4.16. The result follows from combining Lemma A.10 and Lemma A.9 with [Wal21,
Lem.3.1.1.].
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